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UCF fighting · .rash · of fake· IDs 
8 students arrested at Wild Pizza this year, inc!uding 4 from Rollins 
by Doris Plister 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE . 
Eight student~ have been arrested on campus 
this year and charged with presenting fake IDs. 
They ·face felony prosecution by the state 
attorney's office. 
"People don't realize that presenting false IDs 
is such a serious even," Capt: James DePuy of 
the UCF Police Department. ''They figure they 
may get a slap on the wrist and won't be-let in 
to the establishment, but this is a really serious 
thing." 
According to Bob Gibson, food service coordi-
nator for the Wild Pizza, four students from 
Rollins College were arrested two weeks ago for 
presenting' falsified out-of-·c:t.Rtf:>. oriw~r's li-
censes. 
Appartenly the outbreak of falsified IDs is 
being caused by an unidentified source produc-
ing the drivers licenses in the area. 
According to DePti.y, there were six arrests in 
1987 ·and eight an;ests since the beginning of 
this year. . . 
"It seems that the students are getting the 
IDs from one sourc·e, and since we have been 
trained to detect these IDs we are catching 
more and more students," explained DePuy. 
The most common IDs which have been dis-
covered have been from Mississippi, Tennessee, 
Alabama, and Texas. 
When a student presents an out-of-state ID to 
an establishment such as the Wild Pizza, the 
, staff is trained to detect any tampering and call 
the police .. 
"Our staff at the Wild Pizza has been trained 
by the UCF Police Department to detect IDs 
TENNIS CLASS 
with different sizes of type, improper laIDina-· 
tion, and other give-aways,~ said Gibson. 
"We have to call the police and inform them 
that we have an out-of-state ID that looks {)US-
picious. The police will run a check on the ID · 
through the computer and tell us if the numbers 
match the name; if the information doe~n't 
correlate, we·telHhem. t-0 come down here." 
"Some pe.ople take off and we can't physic~lly 
restrain them so they get away, but a lot of the 
students don't even realize that they've been 
caught and they just hang around until the 
·police come," explained Gibson. 
"We don't want to look like the bad gll.ys who 
live to catch people with fake IDs, but we could 
get in a lot of trouble if we serve alcohol to 
minors; it's n_ot uncommon for the Alcohol 
Board to randomly check customers' IDs and we 
could lose our liquor license. We have to cover 
ourselves," said Gibson. 
The Wild Pizza and other campus establish-
ments holding a bee~ license will be posting 
warnings on the premises reading: "WARNING 
It is a felony to knowingly possess a blank, 
stolen, forged, fictitious, counterfeit or unlaw-
fully issued driver's license or ID card. ~iolators 
will be prosecuted." 
DePuy said, "We are forced to make an arrest 
because presenting falsified IDs is a felonly. 
offense." · 
Gibson explains that there is a difference 
between falsified IDs and "doctored or,. tam-
pered" IDs. . 
A falsified ID is a piece ofidentification which 
has the student's photograph on it, however the 
Ilame, address, and number do not match the 
student's. 
SEE FAKE PAGE '8 
UCF history major Wesley White practices his swing in class Tuesday morning .. 
SPORTS 
• Assistant sports editor 
Scott Broden looks at the 
current situation of the 
UCF men's basketball 
team. Also, former 
starter Tony Marini re-
turns To UCF to chat. 
Angle Hyd•/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
·ART _EXHIBIT 
Student artwork by Kevin Haran, Eugene Mars6,.ano Frank 
Saggus is now·on display in the library until April 4th. The exhibit 
sponsored by the Art Oept. ·and Union of Student Artists. · 
Greeks raise big 
buCks for chdrity 
during week 
by Debi Nelson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA F\dTURE 
This year's Gr.e~k Week 
raised lots -of money for the 
university and local charities. 
. Greeks raised $44,945 for 
the univers~ty through the 
Alumni Phone-a-thon. An-
other $1500 was raised for the 
Adam Walsh Center. 
The Greeks also donated 
. money to the March of Dimes 
and'blood to the Central Flor-
ida Blood Bank. 
The purpose of Greek Week 
is to get all the Greeks together 
FUTllE 
• April Fool's qay comes_ 
early in the Central Flor-' 
id_d Future's annual edi-
tion of The Futile. All the 
slander, lies and yellow 
journali.sm enquiring 
minds want to know. 
in order to have a good tim~ 
and ·raise money. It was held 
March 13-19. 
Twelve-hundred Greeks 
from ten fraternities and six 
sororities participatedEvents 
included the Egg Toss, the 
Mattre~s Race, Tug of War, 
Phone-a~hon, the Greek Sing, 
and the Pyramid Stack. 
The most popular of these 
events were the Tug of War, 
Pyramid Stack, and the Gree~ 
Sing . 
Tau Kappa Epsilon was the 
overall fraternity winner of 
Greek-week.-Z~ta Tau Alpha 
won sorority honors. 
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DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION Is APRIL lsT 
. ' 
• 
:ARDED: . · 
THREE $800.00 SCHOLARSHIPS 
. . 
I - .. J) . A Sophomore Status S_tudent -
, I 
, . 
~ 
· 2) A Senior Status Student 
- - - . , . , - . 
·. 3) ·_ A Graduate Statlls Student ·j . . 
.ONE $1,000.00 Millican Scholarship 
• • 
1} , A Junior Status Student • 
ONE Distin uished Student Award 
' . 
To be awarded at the Annual Alumni Banquet. · 
· Q U A L _I F I C A-T 1· 0 N . r • 
.. 
. . 
A minimum 3 .0 ·grade point average is required. Successful ' . 
candidates will have a well-rounded background of ~ampus ac- . 
tivities, community involvement, -and/or work experience. 
. - ~ ~~---------------~ CONTACT: Anthoiiy Thomas . 
in· AD 395 or call 275 - 2233. 
---------------------------------------- ~ 
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•WORKSHOP 
A workshop on the prin-
ciples of developing mix design 
for asphalt and concrete will be 
offered March 28 to April 1 at 
UCF. 
Those completing the work-
shop will be prepared to meet 
all specification requirements 
as established by the user 
agency. An evaluation of as:-
phalt materials and aggregate 
properties and test methods 
will be included. 
Enrollment is by pre-regis-
tration and is limited. The 
registration fee includes all 
handout materi~l,. three 
lunches and breaks. Registra-
tions will be acc~pted until 
March 23. For more informa-
tion conta:ct the UCF College of 
Extended Studies at275-2123. 
• FORUM ON RACISM 
UCF will .join nearly 100 
colleges- and universities 
. throughout the country March 
22 in a ·national video confer- · 
ence titled ·"Racism on Cam-
pus: Toward an Agenda for.,,_ 
Action."· 
The program will be re-
ceived by satellite at the UCF 
StudentCenterfromll a.m. to 
3 p.m. with timeout for lunch 
The conference · will origi-
nate live- from .the Johnson 
Foundation's Wingspread 
Conference Center in Racine,-
Wis., and from Governors· 
State University in UniversitY 
Park, Ill. It is designed to ac-
tively involve students, fac'-
ulty, administrators arid the 
public. 
Because this is a live televi-
. sion · event, interaction be-
tween the guest speakers at 
Wing~pread and viewers at 
UCF and other campuses will 
be part of the program. In 
addition to live portions, a 
number of case studies and 
examples of responsive uni-
versity programs are being 
·taped on location. 
F-or further information, 
contact Dr. Robert Belle, direc-
tor of Minority Student Serv-
. ices, at 275-2716. 
• GROUND BREAKING 
UCF will be hosting a 
Founder's Day Ground Break-
iFlg Ceremony on April 5 in 
celebration of UCF's. 25th 
anniversary. 
Students are advised that 
parking lot 8 will be reserved 
for guest parking for this 
.event. , ~ 
The lot will be closed at 
midnight April 4 and reopened 
for student parking at 4 p:in. 
on April 5. 
Student cooperation is re-
quested. For further informa-
tion, con~ct Beverly Lassiter 
at 281-5495. 
•LITERARY AWARD 
McDonalds, in association 
with the Negro Ensemble 
Company, annou.Ilces the Lit-
erary Achievement Awards for 
writing on the black experi-
ence in America. This is de-
signed to offer.developing'writ-
ers a chance to compete for 
_literary awards in poetry, fic-
tion and playwriting. 
Winners in each category 
will receive an honorarium of 
$2000, a trip to New York to 
participate in a celebrity read-
ing of thejr work and a literary 
reception. 
For fiction, submit up to 50 
pages of a long work or two 
short works along with a bio-
graphical statement includ-
ing a list of any publications, if 
any, that your work has ap-
peared. 
Poetry should not be more 
than 20 pages and should be 
accompanied by a biographi-
cal sketchandalistofpublica- . 
tions, if any, in which your 
work has appeared. 
·For playwriting, submit 
one copy of at least 20 pages in 
length, accompanied by a bio-
graphical statement, includ-
ing a list of all productions and 
places. 
The deadline for entries is 
.June 1, 1988. Send your name, 
address and phone number to: 
The Negro Ensemble Com-
pany, Literary Achievement 
.Awards, P.O. Box 7788, Times 
Square Statio:q, New York, 
N.Y., 10108. 
.. MATH STUDENTS 
This is the last call for Pi 
Mu Epsilon. If you have a 3.0 
GPA and a 3.2 GPA in your 
mat~ classes, you may qualify 
for membership in the na-
tional math honorary, Pi Mu 
Epsilon. You should have 
completed . the caleulus · se-
quence and have additional 
course work beyond calculus. 
Please stop .by the Math De-
partment for an application. 
For more information call 275-
2585. 
•REPUBLICANS 
The College Republicans · 
will be meeting tQday at 5 :00 
pm in AD149. Anyone inter-
ested in attending the State 
Convention needs to 
attend.Nominations for officer 
positions will be open until 
electiqns on April 7. 
• SCHOLARSHIPS 
Scholarships available for 
female students of outstand-
ing ability and who are in n~ed 
of substantial financial assis-
tance. BPW Scholarship 
House provides on . campus 
housing. Residents are respon-
sible ·for tuition and books, 
utilities, phone, and other 
bills. Applications due by 3-25-
88. Contact: Student Affairs, 
Em. 282 AD. Bid. for applica-
tions. 
• SCHOLARSHIPS _ 
Available scholarships for 
female students who are resi-
dents of Sarasota County. 
Must be a junior or senior 
majoring in education or child 
development .. Award will be 
$750.00 a year. 
Contact Financial Aid for 
applications before April 
15,1988. Must complete a 300-
500 word essay. 
•TRIATHLON 
UCF, College of Health will 
be hosting the TRI-FED/USA 
.NATIONAL COLLEGIATE 
TRIATHLON CHAMPION-
SHIP on Saturday, April 2, 
1988. 
The course includes a 1/3 
mile swim, a 12 mile cycle and 
a 3 mile run. Eligibility: Open 
division-Individuals and three 
person relay teams. Collegiate 
division-Individual teams 
composed of a minimum of 
three and a maximum of five 
participants. 
The best three times must 
be compiled for results tabuia-
tion. All participants in this 
division must be · current col-
lege students. For more infor-
matiori on entry fees and time, 
call the CFT hotline at (305) 
. 877-7757. . 
• UCF ALUMNI GROUP 
The call is out to applicants 
for 9,400in scholarsnips to be 
administered this spring by 
.the University of Central Flor-
ida Alumni Association. In 
addition, the group se~ks ap-
plicants or nomine·es for an-
nual distinguished studerit 
and distinguished alumnus 
awards. 
Six of the s·cholarships 
·worth 1,000 a piece will go to 
the top selectee from each of 
the - community colleges lo-
cated in UCF's service area: 
Valencia, Seminole, Brevard, 
Daytona Beach, Lake-Sumter 
and Central Florida. 
Information on any of the 
alumni -association awards 
may be obtained by calling th 
UCF alumni office at 305/275-
2233. Deadline is April 1 s~ for 
all applications. 
The ·~c_entral . F.lorida Future 
/' is looking for: 
editors, production assistants, sports 
reporters, news reporters and featurewriters 
' . 
..·: .... 
·-
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Sex party gets fraternity 
kicked. off Pe~n Campus 
, Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
One fraternity was ban-
ished from the University of 
Rochester for allegedly hold-
ing a group sex party, while 
the University of Pennsylva-· 
nia suspended . one of its 
houses for hiring strippers to 
-,perform at a party. 
The incident at Penn, more- · 
over, threatened to escalate 
into a conflict between campus 
Jewish and-black groups. 
Rochester administrators 
banned the -Theta Delta Chi 
house for 10 years in the wak.e 
of a Eebruary party in which 
eight students reportedly had 
sex with one apparently con-
senting woman. 
The 19-year-old woman, 
whose name was not released~ 
attends a college in Ohio. 
Rochester administrators said 
, they may contact the woman's 
college about further discipli-
nary acti.on. On March 4, 
Penn suspended all-white, 
predominantly Jewish Zeta 
Beta Tau for one and a half 
years for holding a September 
party at which two hired strip-
pers, both black, performed. 
Some audience ·members 
shouted racial epithets as they 
danced and engaged in "sexu-
ally explicit acts." Z BT ' s 
members issued a public apol-
ogy and offered to make a 
donation to the campus 
women's center, but Penn 
President Sheldon Hackney 
suspended the house anyway, 
adding that "behavior that 
dehumanizes any individual 
or group will not be tolerated." 
At the same time, the Daily 
Pennsylvanian, the campus 
paper, receh~ed a death threat 
against Conrad Tillard, head 
of the ·Organization of Black 
Consciousness at the school. 
Tillard quickly blamed the 
anonymous threat on the radi-
cal Jewish Defense League -
which denied it sent the note 
- and related it to a Feb. 29 , 
rally at which he called for 
ZBT's ouster. 
Black and Jewish, stud en ts 
argued publicly in 1986 when -
Tillard's previous group 
brought Na ti on oflslam leader 
Louis Farrakhan, whose anti-
Zionist preachings often spill 
over into criticisms of Jewish 
theology as wrong·and Jewish 
people as unsavory, to speak at 
campus. 
But Rabbi HowardAlpergof 
Penn's Jewish Campus Activi-
tie$ Board condemned Tillard 
for promoting, without evi-
dence, the ZBT affair as an 
echo of the 1986 tensions. 
"The Jewish community 
does not support what hap-
pened at ZBT," added Daniel 
Gamulka of the Jewish Stu-
dent Council. "They find it of-
fensive,just as anyone would." 
ene»tc.c.l ThJtcbe» 
o: r . £_ -1 ,\ . 
(407) 679-1838 
Authentic Chinese Eatery 
·(Cafeteria Style) 
Ope!l Six Days A Week 
•Dine-In, Take-out 
. •Party Catering · 
Op~ning Hours • 11:00 A.M. to -9:0Q P.M. 
· Visit Us To Discover 
Suncrest Village Shopping Center 
10169 University Boulevard · 
(at Dean Road) • Orlando, Florida 32817 
For Delivery,_ Please Call FOOD EXPRESS at 
(407) 830-1144 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
SPONSORED LEADERSHIP .. SCHOLARSHIPS 
Celebratin6 20 Years of Service 
1968-88 
. . 
NOW AVAILABLE 
Bill 18-32 of the Eighteenth 
Student Senate c~eated Spon-
sored Leadership Scholar-
ships to ~e awarded annually 
to ten students "who have 
improved life on campus.". 
That sam·e legislation· cre·ated 
the .committee to review and 
award these scholarships and 
named Dr. ·Le Vester Tubbs 
Committee Chair. 
We would like to announce 
that applications for this 
year's· $Cholarships are now 
ava.ilable with a -completion 
de.adline· of Friday, March 25, 
198 8. In order to be eligible, 
you must plan to b~ enrolled -
during the 1988-1989 ·aca-
d~mic year. Applications are · 
now available in the Admini-
stration Building, Room 282 
and at the Student Govern-
ment Main Desk. 
Good luck and remember the deadline is 
FR ID A Y, MARCH 2 5, 1 9. 8 8. 
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MOTEL OVIEDO LODGE Ethel & Bob Fayette Managers 
Downtown, close to everything 
Special rates for guests at 
weddings and other events 
148 N. Central, Oviedo, Florida • · 
365-5276 ~ 
r-------------~--~--, 
Buy One Sundae -
Get One Free 
Old Fas~oned Ice Cream Right in Your Neighborhood 
Open 7 Days 1· 
r:.:0'.".~~~~~=""~"""""'~ 
=: \N.ionArlhirs=:'.>11~9· .. ·: ::= Bananc_i Split Special I· 
;~=>·:·Ffli~at~.;:=·/.·=.·:~;: ~,:;:.at~~q> Sh;~;:ie> $2~65 (Reg.) $3.25 1 
·:.: :· .Suitf ·.:·"::-.' .: .. =.:.-. ";: .. .[.:.9 :.= .: :· =· • (Sale) $1.95 (Reg.) $2.50 I 
Cakes For All Occasions! 2 Days Notice Please. -I 
$2.00 off regular price 
Alafaya Square Shopping Center I L-~~~a~~~~~~~~!~~~~~~J 
THE HAIRSTY·LISTS 
C!lfJlt!O~ 
Pay for the service, not for the_ frill 
Quality Family Hair Care at Affordable Prices 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES 
12263 ·university Blvd. 
(Next to UC-6 Cinema) 
380-9103 
HERNDON VILLAGE 
5000 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Next to Dream Quarters) 
894-9250 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
·········Tc········· I HAIRCUTS SHAMPOO I 
I MEN'S I SET OR · . I 
I WOMEN'S I BLOWSTYLE I 
~HILDREN'S $4.oo• COMPLETE . ~4.oo I 
------··4••·····--. PRECISION .• ZOTOS 
-CUT & STYLE I BUDGET I 
I includes shampoo, I PERM I 
I finishing rinse & J.6 lncldes J14 I 
liblowstyle. - .50 I Hair cut & style .95. 
----- -------- ... PERMS OUR SPECIALTY 
From coloring and highlighting to custom designs and 
perms, our commitment to excellence guarantees you 
the finest techniques available. 
•i=,~t~ ~o··  • •_-.z~os·o'ESiGN • • • 
I LIVEL y PERM IFREEDOM PERM I 
I Selftlming perm IFrom flat to I Includes shampoo, lfabulous lncludes$27 I I cut, set, or blow ~1 shampoo, cut .501 
•
dry style. .50 I& style. R_egular $40il 
..... ------------THE HAIRSTYLISTS· 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES 
12263 University Blvd. 
~Next to UC-6 Cinema) 
380-9103 
HERNDON VILLAGE 
5000 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Next to Dream Quarters) 
894-9250 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
HRS: M-F 8:30 A.M. - 7:30 P.M. 
SAT. 8:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M., SUN. 12:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
SUNDAY & HOLIDAY PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER 
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Tuition increases will beat 
inflation again next year 
by Mike O'Keeffe 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Tuition rates are going up again next fall, but 
not quite as steeply as they rose last year, 
observers say. Regents and trustees typically 
set tuitions during their January and February 
board meetings, where initial reports suggest 
most students will pay from 6 to 10 percent 
more to go to college in 1988-89. 
Last week, for example, Drew University 
trustees approved a 7.5 percent tuition hike at 
the-Madison, N.J., schpol, while University of 
New Mexico_ President Gerald May announced 
UNM would cost 10 percent more in July. 
It's good news to some observers. 
"The rate of increase has been moderating 
over the last few years," said Meredith Ludwig 
of the American Association 9f State Colleges 
and Universities, a Washington, D.C., coalition 
of public caq1pus leaders. 
"For the 1988-89 academic year, we're pre-
dicting tuition will go up 6 percent at public 
schools and 7 percent at private schools," ex-
plained Pat Smith of the American Council on 
Education. "But we're currently revising our 
predictions, and if nothing changes dramati-
cally the rate of increase for public college tui-
tion might even be lower than 6 percent." 
Tuition costs skyrocketed between the 1976-
77 and 1986-87 academic years, noted Norman 
Brandt of the U.S. Department of Education. 
During that period, public schQol tuition in-
creased 130 percent. Private college tuition rose 
153 percent. 
But Brandt added tuition has been rising 
more slowly the last 2 years. 
Still, national averages are little consolation 
to students at schools that will be increasing 
their tuition by hefty percentages next fall. 
Michigan · State and New _Orleans' Loyola 
University students face 10 percent hikes. 
Youngstown State students will pay 11 percent 
more. 
Thanks to an 8.5 percent tuition hike, it will 
cost most students more than $20,000 to go to 
the University of Southern California next 
year, which puts it in the same cost league a_s 
the nation's most selective schools. 
While the general inflation rate for the year 
is under 4 percent, Virginia's Mary Baldwin 
College's tuition will rise 8 percent, Missouri's 
Stephens College's 7 percent and New 
Hampshire's Dartmouth College's 6.4 percent. 
- Critics like U.S. Secretary of Education Wil-
liam Bennett have been blasting campuses for 
pushing tuition up faster than the inflation 
rate, while educators reply Bennett is ignoring 
how expensive it i~ to run a college. 
"Costs are high, but colleges aren't ripping us 
off either," said Brandt. 
The costs of goods and services colleges buy, 
said Julianne Still Thrift of the National Asso-
ciatio·n of Independent Colleges and Universi- -
ties, have increased faster than consumer goods 
the government monitors when determining 
inflatiod rates. 
Utility rates, maintenance and construction 
costs have risen dramatically in recent years, 
she said, and colleges have no other choice but 
to pass those costs on to students as state and 
federal governments chip in less money than in 
the past. 
"State legislatures were willing to let tuition 
rise to improve or protect the quality of their 
institutions. But they don't want to raise taxes 
[to raise more money to help colleges pay for the 
improvements]," ACE's Smith observed. 
But states· facing economic problems in re-
cent years have "been doing better," said 
Ludwig, and as state funding increases, tuition 
hikes decrease. 
Colleges also used the early '80s - a period of 
low inflation - to increase faculty and staff 
salaries. Between 1973 and 1981, faculty 
members had lost 28 percent of their actual 
spending power, said Thrift, and even after the 
recent increases, few have regained past spend-
ing power. · 
Most schools, said Ludwig, feel the salary 
increases and capital improvement projects of 
recent years will be enough to tide them over for 
a while, and, combined with higher state fund-
ing, tuition will stabilize. · 
Despite a shrinking pool of 18- to- 24-year-
olds, college enrQllment continues to increase as 
more minorities, women and older men attend 
college. But the new students cost more to 
educate. 
"The competition between schools for stu-
dents has increased dramatically, and schools 
need to improve their quality and equipment to 
retain them," said Thrift. 
"Increased enrollment," Brandt agreed, 
"may not be a boon for all schools." 
Campuses also need to raise tuition to get 
money to provide financial aid to their poorer 
students, he said. 
"Institutions now have to offer aid from their 
own sources" because the federal government 
no longer supplies enough money to get stu-
dents through college, Brandt contended. 
"They're taking from the rich to give to the 
poor." . 
Brandt reported federal student aid supplied 
$15.9 billion to studen'ts during the 1985-86 
school year, but, thanks tol.nflation, it bought 
about $1 billion less education than a decade 
earlier . 
~·~ ~~Flowers, 
~~Flowers, 
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American science 
students fare poorly 
fifth graders eighth among 15 
Staff Report countries in overall science 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE knowledge. Ninth graders fin-
ished 15th out of 17 nations, 
U.S. students trail their while American high school 
foreign counterparts in science seniors enrolled in advanced 
knowledge, placing almost last science classes finished last in 
in achievement tests given in tests administered to more 
1 7 nations, according to a than 200,000 students ip 7 ,500 
major new study. schools worldwide between 
Another report released 1983and1986. 
''last week determined that Children fr9m Japan, Ko-
most young kids -regardless rea, Holland, Hungary, Eng-
of country - believe the earth land and Singapore generally 
is flat. recorded the best scores. 
The Second International Although American educa-
Science Study found American tors agree U.S. students are 
students in the fifth, ninth and not receiving the science edu-
12th grades performed poorly cation other nations provide, 
compared to students from they're wary of the study itself. 
other countries. U.S. students, "I'd like to see how it was con-
the ISS found, finished last or ducted," said Vincent Sindt, 
almost last in biology, physics, . the director of the University 
chemistry· and other sciences. of Wyoming Science and Math 
In fact, many U.S. students Teaching Center. "If the test 
performed n9 better than if just measured the quick recall 
they would have guessed the off~cts, let 'em have it. Ifit was 
answer s. "I'm not sur- a measure of how students 
prised," said Dr. Michael think or reason, then I'd be 
McCormick, the bfology . de- worried." 
partment chairman at "There are a lot of statisti-
Montclair State College (N.J.). cal problems," said 
"The United States is ignorant McCormick. Education in the 
in many areas compared to United States, he said, is 
other nations." mandatory,- while other na-
"The data paint a dismal tions don't require all children 
picture of science education in to attend school. . 
BIGGEST PORTION, 
LOWEST PRICE!· 
featuring 
Cantonese, Mandarin, 
Szchuen,Hunan. 
Private Parties To 
Accommodate 35 
'Tfie best authentic Chinese 
1(estaurant on t fie east side of tovJn! 
LUNCH from ~.75 
DINNER from $4.25 
281 -1864 
reservations su g gest e d 
11786 East Colonial Drive 
the United States today," said Consequently, all U.S. test 
Bassam Shakhashiri of the takers were competing against 
National Science Foundation. only the most academically 
The study, conducted by the talented students in foreign 
International Association for countries. 
N ~ UCF 
Alafaya Village • Orlando, FL. t.._Hwv_ ._so_=.: ........ 
M·:-F: 11 :00 - 10:.00 . S&S: 11 :30 - 10 P.M. I· 
the Evaluation of Educational 
Achievement, ranked U.S.. SEE FORIEGN PAGE 7 
Student Government's 
TYPING 
STUDENTS 
SERVING 
STUDENTS 
<:elebra tinK 20 Years of Servict 
196lJ..88 
That's right. Student 
Government p~ovides you with . 
free use of typewrite.rs. so you 
can drum up great looking 
homework. T·ypewriters are 
located in the Student Govern-
ment Offices and are open from 
9 AM - 11 PM, Monday - Thurs-
day, 9 AM - 9 PM Friday & 5 PM · 
- 11 PM Sunday. March right 
down and take advantage of 
your Student Government Serv-
ROOM 
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See 
Baby 
Shamu 
at ... 
We 
Love 
U.C.F.! 
SEA WORLD 
.. .for only $14.00 with Student Govern- n 
ment's Discount Tickets available only at ' 
the KIOSK. 
Tickets also Available to other Central 
Florida Attractions through 
Student Government: 
Busch Gardens 
Wet 'NWild 
Magi~· Kingdom/EPCOT 
General Cinema Movie Theatres 
United Artist Movie Theatres 
$13.00 
$8.50 
$24.50 (A) 
$3.00 
$2.75 
Have a WHALE· of a Time with... !ii! · 
tiSTUDENT GOVERNMENT ::: 
-:·:·:·:·:·:::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.·:·.·:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:-.·.·.·.·.·.·:·.·.·:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:.·.:.:::::::::::::::::)il! 
~wwww~wwwwwwwwwwwwww~ 
Explore The .Exotic St. John's River 
· · · Pontoon Boat Rental 
$50 A Day (gas extra) 
Accomodates 10 
• Visit Blue Springs State Park (30 min. trip) 
- Nature Trail to Spring Boil 
- See manatee in their winter home (Nov. - April) 
- Swim in crystal clear spring water (constant 72° temp.) 
- Picnic area 
• Dock at Hontoon Island State Park (5 min.) 
- Nature trail & picnic area 
- 80 ft . observation tower 
• See the many species"of birds and wildlife 
that abound along the river. 
H 0 NT 0 0 N LAND ING MA.RINA 
. 2317 RIVER RIDGE ROAD • DELAND, FL 32720 · . 
40 Miles from Orlando 1-800-248-2474 vyith This Ad Good Through May 22, 1988 
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Racial tens·ions growing 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE . 
Tensions between white 
and minority students contin-
ued to worsen on a number of 
campuses the first week of 
March. 
At Rodgers State College in 
Claremont, Okla., white high 
school students injured about 
20 Middle Eastern college stu,-
dents in a series of attacks and 
fights March 3. 
A hit-and-run accident, pel-
let guns, rocks and eggs were 
used in the rioting, which re-
portedly began with an argu-
ment between 1 of the colle-
gians and a group of the high 
schoolers. Police arrested a 1 7-
FORIEGN 
FROM PAGE6 
Still, there are those who 
say American attitudes about 
education have a lot to be de-
sired. "In some countries, edu-
cation is a special treat, a 
· privilege that's respected," 
said McCormick. . 
Sindt cited low teacher 
salaries and even selfish par-
ents as reasons 
"Some parents are more 
willing to spend money on a 
new color television than help 
provide for their children's 
education." 
U.S. students, particularly 
at the college level, see educa-
year-old for attacking a for-
eign student with a baseball 
bat. 
At Ramapo College in 
Mahwah, N.J., housing chief 
Ronald L. Bollheimer reported 
on the same day that as many 
as 20 dorm residents failed to 
sign a card saying racism was 
unacceptable at Ramapo. 
Bollheimer wasn't sure if 
the "15 to 20" students who 
didn't sign the cards, distrib-
uted as part of a school-wide 
anti-racism program in the 
wake of a December fight be-
tween black and white -stu-
dents, were actively resisting 
the program. Students who 
refused to sign the card could 
be kicked out of their dorms, 
he added. 
tion as a means towards a 
high-paying career, without 
value of its own, McCormick 
said. "The desire to get an 
education is limited in this 
country. People get educated 
to get money, not knowledge, 
and so they're not getting that 
broad education other stu-
dents do." 
In a separate study, the 
Smithsonian Institution 
found most children - at least 
until they're about 10 years 
old - believe the earth is flat. 
Almost 50 percent of the U.S. 
and Israeli 4th grade children 
in the Smithsonian study, 
which appeared in the latest 
issue of "Science and Chil-
dren" magazine, still believed 
in a flat earth. 
r-------------------, : mm ™f ~~~mu~~~~r ~mm~ ca : 
I 11490 E. COLONIAL DR.· UNION PARK . I 
I 273-4640 •OPEN TUES - SAT 3pm - 9pm I 
: • Model Composites : 
1 • Wedding Photos I 
I • Portraits . I 
L-- - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - ..;. _ ..;t 
~ ~~ .m Financia{Aic{ 
~ ~ 9 for C offege 
ce 1988SRG 
Private Sector Scholarships and Grants (graduate and 
· under~aduate) are available regardless of family 
income, MILLIONS GO UNCLAIMED EACH YEAR. 
Resu{ts Guaranteed! 
For information, call toll-free 
(800) USA-1221, ext. 0627 
FIGHT CELLULITE 
EFFECTIVELY 
¢ 
z 
~ 
TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK 
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way! 
WITH 
l:l 
~ .JnfraS/im 
TAN-FASTIQUE introduces f-. 
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- ~ 
rnent ·of cellulite and body con- ~ 
touring. Call today for your free ~ 
consultation. ~ 
$19.95 ~ 
FIRST TREATMENT ~ 
Call for appointment 
Where The Sun Always Shines! 
••••••••••••• I Buy 5 Visits - Get 5 Free! I 
= . $29.95 = 
I and become eligible for a I 
I drawing of 25 lottery tickets to I 
I be given away on April 15th. I 
I Sign up a friend and get 2 I 
I visits free! · I 
I Coupon expires 4/15/88 I 
·-----------· TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON [•119)1 USA' , • TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-5 P.M. •SUN~ 12-6 P.M. 
10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042 
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Paper pu~hing counts 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
It pays to be good at shuf-
fling paper, at least if you are 
enrolled at a big campus. 
The faster and more accu-
rately students at large 
schools can complete paper-
work tasks, the better grades 
they get, a new study by a 
Dallas market research firm 
has found. 
ates from 1981 until last year. 
The participants took a series 
of aptitude tests that gauged 
their clerical skills. 
Students lacking clerical 
talent, the study reports, 
made sloppy errors such as 
transposingnumbers and mis-
placing decimal points, espe- · 
cially under deadline -pres,. 
sure·. . 
A L.D .RICH 
OPTICAL 
.--------.--., 
1 1 0°10 Discount on . I Soft Contact Lenses 
I Frames & Lenses I $39 .50 
I with UCF 1.0. I 
L .J Dally Wear - Softmate. B 
---------M-T-W-F.: 9-6 
Thurs.: 9-7 offers not 
Sat.: 9- 1 combinable 
Tower Place 
10376 E. Colonial Dr. 
277-2949 
• Prescriptions Filled 
• Lenses Duplicated 
•Repairs 
• Contact Lenses 
• Contact Lens Solution 
• Sunglasses 
• Independent [••• J Optometrist · · · · 
on Premesis ~~ 
On the other hand, it sug-
gested students who lack pa-
perwork skills should attend 
smaller colleges, carry a light 
course load, learn to use com-
puters, word . processors and 
calculators, seek assistance 
from professors and teaching 
assistants, and be prepared to 
work harder than other stu-
dents. 
Half of those who scored 
poorly on the AIMS test gradu-
ated from college with 2.0 or 
lower grade point averages. 
More than half the ex-stu- j _ _:___ ___ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~~~-::-- ~ 
dents who scored high marks 
on the clerical tests graduated 
with 3.0 averages or better. 
Students with poor clerical 
skills who were tutored by 
AIMS counselors, however, 
received higher grades in 
school than their counterparts 
who did not receive additional 
training. Those are the conclusions of 
Dallas-based Aptitude Inven-
tory Measurement Service, 
which tracked the academic 
performance of 115 students 
attending universities with 
20,000 or more undergradu-
AIMS suggests students 
with poor paperwork skills 
attend a sm;,ill college instead 
of a university, since classes 
tend to be smaller and faculty 
members more accessible. 
Dole predicts override 
Staff Report 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
President Reagan vowed 
March 3 to veto a bill tbat 
would make it harder for col-
leges to discriminate on the 
basis of gender, rac.e, age or 
physical disabilities. 
discriminate if just one of their 
programs took federal funds. 
In February, the U.S. Sen-
ate passed , a bill explicitly 
making entire colleges subject 
to anti-bias 1aws, and tbe 
House approved it March 2. 
But, as the bill was sent to 
the White House for the 
president's signature, presi-
dential aide Gary Bauer 
SUMMER JOBS 
Doormen 
Waitresses 
Retail Sales Clerks 
Black Jack Dealers 
Day Serves 
Deli Sandwich Maker 
Drivers 
Dishwashers 
Join the "Good Time .Gang" 
Apply Church Street Station Train 
Car M-F 9-6 
or 
•Ring 422-2434 • 
But Republican Senate 
leader and presidential candi-
date Robert Dole, R-Kan., 
warned Congress probably 
would override the veto. 
warned President Reagan 1-------------------.-------------------
The controversy surrounds 
Congress's effort to overturn 
the U.S. Supreme Court's 1984 
Grove City College decision, in 
· which the ·court said laws pro-
hibiting sex discrimination 
applied only to the specific 
program that directly get fed-
er al funds . 
Previously, whole cam-
puses had to prove they didn't 
FAKE 
FROM PAGE l 
The other type of ID is usu-
ally more easily discovered. It 
is an ID that has been altered 
by the individual. Presentmg a 
tampered ID with false age is ~ 
second degree misdemeanor. 
According to DePuy, the 
misdemeanors are referred to 
the dean of students; however 
with the felony the police have 
"no choice" but to take them to 
the county jail and let the state 
handle the case. 
"With a felony we have to 
arrest them. Students don't 
realize the seriousness of the 
act until they are caught and 
faced with having a perma-
nent police record," said 
DePuy. 
The goal of the police is to 
prevent the spread of the fake 
driver's licenses so they don't 
have to arrest students. 
"We want arrest to be our 
would veto it. Reagan, Bauer 
explained, believed the bill 
gave the federal government 
too much power over colleges 
and states, which could lose 
th€ir federal funding if they 
were found to discriminate. 
In reply, Dole, on the cam-
paign trail, said there were 
enough votes in Congress to 
override a veto. Vetoes can be 
overridden if two-thirds of the 
senators disagree with the 
president. 
last option; we want to take 
care of the problem by prevent-
ing it. We have to enforce the 
law once the act has taken 
place, but if we could prevent it 
from happening in the first 
place, we would be a lot better 
off," said DePuy. 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Pam ~throp. said, "Most of 
the students who are referred 
to me say thatthey had no idea 
presenting ~he falsified ID was 
a felony. aowever, .they realize 
that fact to late." 
"There's a wave of people 
producing the fake IDs, and 
students think it would be fun 
to get into places where they· 
wouldn't normally be admit-
ted, but they're hurting them-
selves in the long run. Depend-
ing on the severity of the act,' 
students can get from a warn-
ing to expulsion. If it's a felony 
and goes to the state attorney 
the students could end up with 
a permanent police record," 
Anthrop said. 
111111\lltllllll 
United 
Parcel 
Service 
Part-Time Positions Available 
I ~ I 
United Parcel Service will 
be accepting applications for 
part-time loa"ers-. and unloaders. 
Excellent Pay ~ $8.00 an hour. 
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:3~ 
p.m. or 11 :00 p.~.~ Monday through 
Friday wo-rkweek. 3 to 5 hours per day. 
Please sign up for an intervjew in 
the Career ·Resource Center, 
ADM Suite 124. 
UPS is an equ~I opportunity efT!ployer. 
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PLEASE RECYCLE OUR ALUMINUM CANS BUDWEISER®•KING OF BEERS®•C 1987 ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.OST. LOUIS, MO 
WAYNE· DENSCH, INC. 
U.C.F Rep. Jenny Gilleece 
858-0923 or 851-7100 
America's business: 
no time for play ... 
President Calvin Coolidge, in his infinite wisdom, 
once said, "The business of America is business." 
And as it turns out, what's true in the 1920s is even 
more true in 1988. According to a survey," Americans 
and the Arts V," Americans are concentrating even · 
more on work and less on play. 
The survey, sponsored by the Philip Morris Com-
panies and conducted by the National Research 
'Center of the Arts, found that in 1973 people spent 
40.6 hours at work. Now, the number is up to 46.8 
hours, which is a rise of 15 percent. 
As for leisure time, it's bitingthe dust. In 1973, the 
people surveyed had 26.2 hours of leisure time in a 
week. Now, the leisure time is down to 16. 6 hours, a 
decrease of 3.7 percent. Folks with the least amount 
of weekly leisure time include women (14 hours), 
those in the age group 30-49 (14.6 hours), blacks (15 
hours), and Hispanics (13 hours). . 
It's obvious that leisure time is going down. So 
what's the point? 
Remember when you were getting ready to go to -
·college? Remember how your parents said to enjoy 
college, that it.would be the best time of your life? 
Remember how, after studying for two tests and 
writing a paper in one week, you thought your par-
ents were crazy? . 
Well, they.are more than likely on the -~eeper end 
of the 30-49 age group,. and they've been out there in 
the real world, where leisure time is shrinking. You 
are still in college, enjoying, believe it or not, 
enormous amounts of free time. 
Keep that in mind as you go on spring break next 
week. Have fun. College really is one of the best times 
of your life. 
Just stay away from any balconies. 
· ... a big debt to pay 
Monday's edition of The Wall Street Journal con-
tained a story on the federal debt and how Kay 
Fishburn, a nurse in New Berlin, Wis., is leading a 
direct-mail campaign to reduce it. 
Fishburn, whose family members contribute 2 
percent of their annual income to the cause, send out 
about 10,000 letters a year to people asking them to 
contribute to the Treasury Department's Fund to 
Reduce the Public Debt. 
Does it work? Treasury officials say the fund took 
in $1.3 million in the most recent fiscal year. 
However, Fishburn pinpointed the issue. She said, 
"The solution to the debt burden and most other 
problems we face can be found in a mirror." 
Well, we guess that's true, because we elected the 
leaders that brought on ·the debt. But are we the ones 
who are supposed to pay for our election mistakes, 
just because the leaders failed us after turning back 
on their promises? 
As college students, who can barely squeeze finan-
cial aid out of the government, we think not. And in 
the election of 1988, let's hope we can find someone 
who, as president, will look into their o~ mirror and 
reduce the deficit that other presidents started. 
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• WHY NO JACKSON ? 
Editor: 
This letter is in reference to your 
recent cover story on George 
Bush's son's visit to UCF. Although 
this event was newsworthy, I won-
der why the visit of Jesse Jackson's 
son was not also reported. On the 
same day that Neil Bush was on 
campus to do the interview with 
News Editor Keith Porter, 
Johnathan Jackson .was offering 
much more to the whole student 
body. He started his day with a 
breakfast with Alpha Phi Alpha 
brothers, Student Government 
and Black Student Union mem-
bers, and University Administra-
tors. Then, after a day of visiting 
schools and other institutions in 
the Orlando area, Johnathan 
Jackson returned to UCF at 4 p.m. 
to speak to students in the Univer-
sity Dining Room. 
· I personally spoke to Keith Por-
ter about Jackson's visit before the 
event, so you cannot plead igno-
rance. I am not implying that the 
exclusion of the Jackson story was 
racially or politically motivated -
perhaps it was simply incompe-
tence.Whatever-the case, I think it 
is the duty of the student newspa-
per to even-handedly report events 
occuring o_n campus, If there is 
some other explanation for your 
lack of coverage, please enlighten 
me. 
then to spit in everyone's faces. 
The Democrats probably don't 
even have the spine, c;>r enough 
back bone to admit that they had 
made a terrible mistake by slash-
ing the Contra artery of life. 
The Democrats knew this even 
only after one week after they took 
this action. They knew that the 
Contras were fighting for theirs 
and their country's survival. They 
tried to pass a humanitarian aid 
"token" bill to clear their con-
sciences. Blankets don't stop bul-
lets. These "white-gloved" are so 
afraid that they may get their 
gloves dirty. It is called being vain. 
Now Ortega, the dictator in 
Central America, using the latest 
Russian helicopter gunships, 
weapons and Russian training, is 
on the rampage. He has killed 
Nicaraguans, both armed and un-
armed, and has again attacked · 
Honduras, and killed Hondurans 
as well. Hitler also was known (as 
were the Japanese at Pearl Har-
bor) for mounting attacks while 
"negotiating." Ask any Pearl Har-
bor survivor about that. Now we 
probably have to do what the 
Democrats prevented the Contras 
from doing. The Democrats have 
made a minor conflict into a major 
one. My, oh my, what beautiful red 
gloves they-wear. 
The red color has come from 
betrayed Contra blood. 
Charles L. Hagen 
Jenifer Callahan Aerospace Engineering 
UCF College Demo.crats 
PolitiCal Science •A CHRISTIAN IS ... 
• DEMOS ARE RESPONSIBLE 
Editor: 
I have no inhibitions about 
saying "I told you so" to the Demo-
crats. Their liberal compromising 
has started an open war (not just 
guerilla) in Central America. We 
had a situation and a peace plan .. 
that might have worked. That's 
history, because of the spineless 
liberals on Capitol Hill. They cut 
off aid to the Contras before the 
negotiations even had begun in 
earnest, and gave Ortega the time 
to regroup, catch his breath, and 
Editor: 
In response to Theresa M. 
Bergin' s letter of March 1 7, we 
would like to say the following: 
To begin with, a Christian is not 
someone "who believes in Christ." 
The Bible says that even Satan 
believes in Him. In addition to 
acknowledging His existence, a . 
Christian trusts Christ as his/her 
Savior and consequently loves and 
trusts Him and follows His word. 
To say. that one can be gay and a 
true Christian is absurd. Yes, Je-
sus does love sinners (which covers 
the entire human race; there is no 
such thing as a non-sinner), but He 
very clearly hates the sin of homo-
sexuality. God says very plainly 
that homosexuality is an "abomi-
nation" (Lev. 18:22) and the pun-
ishment for it was death (Lev. 
20:13). In addition, homosexuals 
are referred to as men of "vile af-
fections" (Rom. 1 :26) who will 
never inherit the kingdom ofG<>d. 
The term "gay Christian" is an 
oxymoron; the two lifestyles are 
totally incompatible. When a per-
son becomes a Christian, he/she is 
said to be "a new creature," and 
quite obviously not given to a 
practice which is hated by God. 
Also, we'd like to respond to the 
notion that the Bible is "inher-
ently flawed" because it was writ-
ten by humans. It seems difficult 
to believe that the one book that is 
"God-inspired," as Theresa 
Bergin says, can be "inherently 
flawed" at the same time. Christ 
himself believed in the infallibil-
ity of Scripture stating that "Til 
heaven and earth pass, not one 
letter shall pass from the law, till 
all be fulfilled" (Matt. 5:18). We 
seriously doubt that God would 
allow human imperfection to mar 
the perfection of His word. God 
even says Himself that if anyone 
tries to take away from the Bible's 
words that He will take him/her 
out of the "Book of Life" (Rev. 
22:19). 
finally, the idea that Dwight 
Sutton is on some "ivory tower" is 
a bunch of baloney. Sutton's point 
is that one cannot be Christian 
and gay. True Christians (like 
Sutton) do love and accept others, 
and no, we don't think we're above 
anybody. What we're trying to es-
tablish is the fact that there is no 
correlation whatsoever between 
Christianity and homosexuality, 
no matter what anybody thinks 
about "love," "acceptance," or 
"8hrist-like" actions. 
Scott Clifton 
Liberal Studies 
Brian Pikalow 
Engineering 
Letters to the Editor must be 
typed and include the author's 
signature, major and phone 
number. 
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THE UHSHREPPER 
:n 
HAVE FUN! 
AND .PLAY IT SAFE IN FLORJDA! 
". 1.\ ~ . 
~: ~ 
Fl_()~lf)4 
__ .. 
ltl~J1 NO STUDENT DEATHS_. 
·As A RESULT OF 
• ALCOHOL OR DRUG RELATED ACCIDENTS 
• DRINKING AND DRIVING OR 
•FAILURE TO USE SAFETY .BELTS! 
FLORIDA SAFE -BREAK '88 
KappaDeHa 
Congratulations everyone on a great 
Greek week! Spring Break Is almost here so 
break out the suntan oil and hit the beach I 
Don' tforget Derby starts the week we get 
back! 
Detta Tau Delta 
Get Psyched. Spring Break-Spring 
Break-Spring Break-Spring Break-
Spring Break-Spring Break! Get ready to 
party! No meeting on Sunday. No meet-
ing till April 1 OI Happy B-Day Carl Neldhart. 
DeHaGamma 
Hey Dee Gees!! It's finally herell SPRING 
BREAKll Relax and have fun cuz we all 
deserve itl Don't forget DC Derby Day.s 
when we come back! Let's blow their 
derbies away! DG •I 
Detta Della Della 
Soring Break is almost here!!~ wishes all 
Greeks a safe vacation! Sigma Chi Derby 
Week will be an awesome start back to 
school. You £X men better get ready to 
lose those derblesl ! Congratulations to 
Kelly Jo Howard and Susan Douthett- Tri 
Delta's two new Inductees Into OAK! 
Congrats to Dede Denmark, Angle McK-
enna and Kelly Jo Howard - on becom-
ing new inductees of order of Omega! 
MlA Is so p~oud of her sisters! 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
That's right!Thewinnlng tradition goes on!! 
TKE WEEK 19881! Great job T ekes - Overall 
Greek Week Champs!! Congrats all you 
ZTA's for winning the Gold! Also, great job 
to all the Greeks for a spectacular weekl I 
A special thanks to Mr. Rick Triblt & Mark 
Hedrichll We couldn't have make It with-
outyour dedications. Have a great Spring 
Break everyone!! 
Alpha Epsllon RhO 
Attention all RlV. film. journalism. and 
communication majors! Gain experience 
by joining the national broadcasting soci-
ety. Meetings on Tuesday 5:00 Leaming 
Resources Lecture Room. 
UCF Robotics Club 
************************ 
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* 000 UCF UCF UCF 000 * 
*BBB BBB* · 
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************************* 
Baptist campus Ministries 
·You prepare a table before me 
In the presence of my enemies 
You anoint my head with oil; 
my cup overflows.· 
Psalms23:5 
Corne join In the fellowship and fun this 
Thursday night as we learn how this verse 
applies to us In our everyday lives. meet us 
in the SOL at 6:30. 
Roommate to share 3br/2b on Red Bug Rd 
washer/dryer/microwave/vcr200+ 1 /2 util 
100 dep/no lease nonsmoker pref call 
7 67-5118 leave message. 
Needed: M/F to share 2 bedroom duplex. 
$210/m. 1 /2.utillties. Five minutes from UCF. 
Quiet area. Call Dana: 841-2025. 
Do you want a quiet place to study which 
Is close enough to UCF for a social life? 
Look no further! I will share ITT{ 2 bdrm. 
home for only $230/m and half utilities, no 
lease. Call 657-7057. 
FEMALE roommate needed to share 3 bdr 
house. Close to UCF. $175plus 1/3utilities, 
security deposit S 175. Available immedl-
·ateiy. Kelly or Mary 657-2172. 
Apartment seeks apartment dweller fe-
male, mature type. 3/2, pool. quiet. 185 
mo. 281-4251 Cede. 
Female to share 3bdrm-2bath apt. W JD 
pool 153mth + l /3 utilities + deposit 894-
7703 ask for Lisa or Gail 
Wanted roommate for furnished 4/2 on 
RedBugRd.8mlnfromUCFcablewasher/ 
dryer.PC/XT.stereo, two car garage. $275 
+ 1 /2 utilities & $150 dep. Call 366-0473 
anytime. 
Available. beautiful 1 bd-1 bth & 2bd-2 
bth apartments at Forest Highlands Apts. 
Call 282-5657 for Information. 
Spacious 2bd/2bth with all appllances. 
Including washer /dryer. Close to UCF 425/ 
month + security call 658-6386. 
Tuscawllla: 2 bedroom townhouse. Lots to 
extras. 10 min. from campus. $425 per mo. 
Call 695-6269. 
For rent. near UCF, 3 bdrms, 2 baths, du-
plex, swimming pool and sauna. $490 per 
month. 250 deposit. get 1 /2 off first month! 
Call Mike 26().,8618. 
STUDENT SECTION 
No Application Fee 
2 Bedrooms 2 Full Baths $475.00 
3 Bedrooms 2 Full Baths $575.00 
· Pool & Heated Jacuzzi 
Washer & Dryer Hook-ups mini-blinds 
SUSSEX PLACE 
281-6393 
Share a house In Chuiuota $120/mth call 
before 2:30 p.m. 365-5796. 
1 bdrm/1 bath Apt. I need someone to 
take over lease. It ends In Sept. I will pay 
the first month with or without furniture If 
you move In Immediately. ·call Tracy at 
249-2212 anytime!! 
Large, very clean 1 bedroom apart-
ment-pool. $360.00 month 671-1105 
(evenings) ·or 774-6771. 
Wedding Gown. size 5, white, all lace, 
petticoat, $350. 365-3333. 
Maltese + part Samoyed male dog. 7 
months old has white long hair and he's 
very small. A good house dogl Asking 
$25.00 or best offer call 774-7682. 
IBM Personal Color Display, RGB Monitor 
with IBM Color Graphics Adapter. Pur-
chased for $830. sell for $345. Call nltes 
_671-2568. or top@ CEBA 116. 
1001 Things You Can Get Freel Rush $2.46 
+ .15 ask for complete guide. Money back 
guarantee. Pioneer of Orlando Box 
677251-F Ori., FL 32867 
HONDA VT500-ASCOT '84 always ga-
raged, only 2700 mi. Black paint, 6 speed. 
shaft drive. V-twln engine. helmet In-
cluded. Call nltes 671-2568 or stop by 
CEBA 116. 
1982 Honda Accord 4-door, 5-speed. 
Great shape. New upholstery. $4AOO. Call 
671-3772 or 679-8453 (after 5 p.m.) 
Toyota Corolla SR5 84 5sp sunroof a/c high 
performance good condition must be 
sold 2800 obo and take payments call 
275-4237. 
DATSUN 280-Z. '75. one owner, heqders, 
blue. Call nltes 671-2568 or stop by CEBA 
116. 
Matin Marietta Data systems wants to hire 
junior, seniors, or grad students majoring in 
computer science with interests in either 
business or scientific applications to work 
full time this summer (May through Au-
gust). Salary starts at $350 weekly; US citi-
zens required. and for the business option 
those with both ability and interest to 
program In COBOL are preferred .Some 
positions also require programming skills in 
·c·, Turbo Pascal. Assembler, TSO. and 
relational data bases. 
Interested students may further Inform 
themselves at. the UCF Co-op Program, 
suite 124, ADM Bldg. 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, a small 
package carrier part-time openings for 
package handlers: Position Is for loading 
and unloading trucks and moving pack-
ages within the termll"lal. Work shifts avail-
able: 
11 :00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m. 
Salary $8.00 per hour. Apply to: R.P.S. 3001 
OldWlnterGarden Road orCall 297-3715. 
Car Wash Person/Shuttle Driver 
Major car rental co. near airport. Must be 
21 yrs. and excellent driving record. 20 hrs 
per week, flexible scheduling. Contact 
Wes Ling. Enterprise Rent-A-Car 2901 
McCoy Rd. Orlando. 305-859-2296. or . 
Fred Bruno at 281 E. Hwy 434 Longwood 
305-339-1199. 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. ENTRY LEVEL 
PUTYOURNEW 
COLLEGE DEGREE 
TO WORK! 
Bright. aggressive Individual required for 
development & expansion of major na-
tional corp.; expanding In central Florida 
area. 
Management trainees begin at $1100/ 
mo. salary with 1st year Income growing to 
$16.000. Advancement to management 
based on performance and merit annual 
earnings growing to $25.000 to $45000/yr. 
Recent degree preferred. For Interview. 
contact Tom McKenna or R©ger Price at 
305-843-5411 or send resume to: 
Enterprise C. 35 E. Colonlal, Orlando, FL 
32801 
Hostess, Bussers, dishwashers. kitchen 
positions. Part/full time, days or nights. 
Good pay. benefits. Attractive, energetic 
applicants only! Apply In person Mon-Fri 2-
4. Steak &Ale 601 W. ~olonlal. 841-1735. 
The IRS In O~ando wants to hire a UCF 
sophomore or junior majoring In account-
ing to work full time this summer doing 
company audits. Salary starts at $6.35 
hourly, 40 hours weekly, For U.S. citizens 
with a minimum 3.0 grade point average. 
Interested students may apply at the UCF 
Cooperative Education Office, Suite 124, 
ADM Bldg. 
IRREGULAR CYCLES? 
FREE EVALUATION 
Healthy women between 21 and 33 years 
old are needed to participate in a study. 
Volunteers· must have menstrual cycles 
that are less than 22 or more than 35 days 
apart. 
A free comprehensive evaluation Includ-
ing blood hormone evaluation including 
blood hormone levels will ~ performed 
on participants. Each participant well also 
receive $150 at the conclusion of the 
study. 
All Interested women call 423-8856 be-
tween 9:30 and 11 :30 a.m. Monday-Fri-
day 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Infor-
mation, pregnancy tests and counselling. 
VD screening. low cost. confidential serv-
ices and general anesthesia. 898-0921 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
ABORTION SERVICES 
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test. 
Morning-after treatment. Confidential • 
Private. woman-owned: A special ap-
proach to health care. 
Birth Control Center 422-0606 
1030 Herman Avenue, O~ando 
Scholarships/Grants for college are avail-
able. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-
USA-1221 ext 0627. 
ABORTION INFORMATION 
Free pregnancy tests. individual advise-
ment and counseling. limited financial 
aid. confidentiality is assured. 
CENTER FOR PREGNANCY 
648-2701 
1116 Lucerne Terrace (near ORMC) 
Attend Accredited Unlversttles Free 
Write: Box 677251-F Ori .. FL 32667 
FAST TYPING SERVICE 
Quick professional service free revisions 
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and 
weekend service VISA-MASTERCARD. 
Over 18300 satisfied students and 4 
grouches 
671-3007 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
•One mile from UCF Campus• 
All types of student documents. Same day 
service available. IBM letter quality word 
processing. 
Fast• Professional •Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Resumes and cover letters 
Designed I Revised /Typed - 657-0079 
Professional Word Processing 
* Student Discount * 
Documents of any kind 
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE 
740-0227 
Winter Park - lmmed. off'l-4 
RESUMES/TYPESETTING 
Professional Lasertypesetting. many 
types of documents. Fast turnaround. 
Kinko's Copies Across from UCF 
Open 7 days a week 658-9518. 
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on 
LASER printer. $10. Call 658-1163. 
Top-Quality word processing: experi-
enced, editing, reliable. 366-0538. 
TYPING. Fast. special discount. New loca-
tion. Call Berny 629-0545. 
TERM PAPERS - ~T.-~ped. spell checked. 
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163. 
PROMPT TYPING - 25 years experience. 
Theses, manuscripts, papers, etc. Experi-
ence In math equations. 50¢ per page 
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and 
Alafaya Trail.Call 658-2067. 
Professional. prompt typing. Disk storage. 
Best prices around. Ask about resume 
special - Maria 273-6495. 
Reasonable and fast typing service call 
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs. 
Typing-Fast and Accurate 
Near UCF call Jeffrl-875-1770 or 275-
6152. 
Research/Technical Writing Papers. re-
ports & resumes typed. $2.00 page 
double-spaced/$3.00 single ($6.00 mini-
mum -footnotes extra). Call Patsy Hunt 
295-8555 day or night. 
Professional Typist - Reliable, prompt. 
Disk storage. $2/page. Free pickup/deliv-
ery to campus. Same day service. Call 
Elana Leatherman 366-8481 . 
The Jewish Student Center Invites you to a 
PassoverSeder,April 1-2.attheAltamonte 
Hollday Inn. students are admitted free to 
a catered meal. 
CONDOMS 
Buy with discretion not embarrassment 
plain wrapper 24 for $5.98 mall: Tidwell 
P.O. Box 590341 Orlando. Fl: 32859. 
caring Male Dr. 29, seeks classy loving 
female for marriage! Are you seeking a 
funny Intelligent down to earth guy who 
loves, kids. dogs, music. b\Jseball, cooking 
& romance? I'm himl 
LHOOB 
BUSY SWM 23. looking for woman inter-
ested in casual relationship 
LHOOF 
·Friends' 
Great job at UBC. Get those skits and 
songs memorized. Practice F3:30. Be 
there. 
Knox the Director 
Dana. 
Have a happy 22nd! and a partying 
Spring Break! We love ya! 
Aimee + Kathy 
The weeks go by fast, 
But break will be long. 
Since I won't get to see 
My handsome L_ P _(Jr.) 
Have a nice vacation! 
Joanne. Nagham. & Kelly. 
A Little Bit ... 
Have a good SJ:)ring Break and I' II see you 
when you get back. 
Hellavaguy 
P.S. 
Don't get pregnant. 
Don, 
Shopping for waterbeds was an almost 
religious experience. When can we do it 
again? I especially liked the free flow. 
The Couch Potatoe 
S&V, 
Living with two beautiful women will be a 
dream come true. Don't scratch the Tef-
lon®. 
Scott 
Nifty New Lonely -•'s Section 
How ro PLACE A LONELY• AD 
Just stop by 1he Central Rorida Future business office and fill out a classified form 
and pay the standard classified rate. On this form. you need to describe yourself 
and what type of person you would like to meet. Your name. address, and 
phone number wlll not be printed In the paper but a lonely• number will. This 
number will be the only link between you and the ad. 
ASSURANCE OF PRIVACY FOR LONELY• ADS 
The Central Rorida Future 'Will not publish names. phone numbers, and 
addresses In Lonely• ads. nor wlll we give It out to anyone·requestingthe same. 
We will assign a Lonely • code number to your ad and forward your replies. You 
decide whether to let the correspondents know who you are. 
How To RESPOND TO A LONELY • AD 
Write a personal letter of reply to each advertiser that you wish to contact. Be 
sure to let the advertiser know how to get in touch with you. Place It In a sealed 
stamped envelope with the Lonely• number In the lower left corner. Either 
send or drop off your repry(s) to 1he Central Rorida Future business office plus 
$1.00 per relpy for handling fees. Without the handling fee(s) or stamp(s). the 
reply will not be forwardecf and the classified manager reserves the ilghtto read 
the letter for some excitement. · 
• 
• 
• 
• 
l 
t. 
' 
• 
• 
• 
J. ' 
• 
TAKE OFF FOR SPRING BREAK AND 
HEAT IT UP. .. 
~ 
-- . ; : ,,--;::;--
__,.------:::: 
• OR COOL IT oo·wN •.. 
• 
• 
~· 
. . 
• 
. "' 
N·AVY ORLANDO FEDERAL 
CREDIT .UNION 
LOW· COST LOANS CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN! 
Borrow the funds you n~ed to get away this SPRING BREAK. 
For a low $46.00 monthly payment, you can borrow $500.00 
. TODAY!* 
You are eligible to apply for a loan if you o.r a member of your 
family-belongs to Navy Orlando Federal Credit Union. Apply 
TODAY at the. UNIVERSITY CENTER BRANCH. 
. . 
University Center 
Navy Orlando Federal Credit Union 
3075 Alafaya Tr~il, Suite 100 
(305) 658-9346 
• $46.00 monthly payments are based on a 
$500.00 principal at% 15. 75% APR for one year. 
·aet Rolling. 
And Save! 
,. . 
Cigarette_ Papers 
Easy rolling, thin 
and slow burning 
• • '· 
forfull-jlavored r-------------~------------
tobacco taste. I MANUFACTURER'S COUPON I EXPIRES JANUARY IO, 1 .. 1 -35«1: 
Beat high 
cigarette 
prices ... 
Roll your 
own! 
©Republic Tobecco 1981 
79083 100598 
L--------------------------
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i~ Exporting automation and assembly equipment to Singapore )i' shouldn't be foreign to you. Exporting means business. Q·-c:fJ/.' \\----., Increased sales for your automation slings. material 
\...-:! 1 \. /) handling and ma1mfacturing aids all over the ~-
<?..!Jl) ~-~ (~\ worl?. CalJ U.S. and Foreign Sommercial -
f!W1 I I; l ~ l ( ServICe. 1-800-343-4300* Operator 199. 
~~ t./ -() ") . ' In Alaska call !-800·331-1000 
CINEMA. 
lDi 12255 UNIVERSITY ACROSS FROM 
. 277-1454 
Johnny Be Good P$ • 
at 2:00-4:00-6:C0-8:00- l0:00 
3 MEN & A BABY- PG 
at 2:05-4:35-7:20-9:50 
Police Academy5 PG 
at 2:20-4:20-6:20-8:20-10:20 
one performance at 9:45 
ViceVersa PG 
at 2: 15-4:15-6:15-8: 15-10: 15 
Good Morning Vietnam R 
at 2:05-4:35-7:20-9:50 
Disney's The Fox & T~e Hound 
at 1:30-3:20-5:15-7: 15 
All Features listed 
start Friday Mor.ch 25th 
,:1j!ljl!ll!l~llll·1~i:,!~[li:~B~l!-lll~ll!ll!l!ill!!~!:~[~l!!l~,j·!ll!l.!illill~l!!.".!ll!l·Jli!!!1[!_!:1 .1: 
· All SEATS $2.75 before 5:30 P.M. Sr. Citizens and Children 
(11 and under) $2.75 at all times Students with 1.0. $3.75 
LOS ANGELES FBANKFURT ATLANTA N.Y.C. 
$198.00 $429.00 $149.00 $198.00 
- Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply. -
'Bryc:,1!!,.'[[ffcR~f F !!J.f,; 2jP 
F·lorida Atlantic University is ·offering 
$9 ;000 ~ellowships for those students 
interested in specializing in .Growth . 
Management within _the MPA pro-
gram. 
For further information an·d 
application materials# call 
Professor Richard Brumback 
(305) 393-3670 or write Scho~I 
Of Public ~drninistration, FAU, 
Boca Raton, FL 33431 ~ Dead-
line for application is ·June 301 
1988. 
J 
I . 
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·DiscoUnt Movie 
.Tickets 
at the Kiosk 
' . 
.............................. , ..... 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
General Cinema 
*Altamonte Mall · -
*Colonial Promenade 
*Fashion Square 
*Parkwood Plaza 
·*Seminole Plaza 
Go.to the movies . with~ .. 
- Stude~t Government 
- · 
.. 
.. 
NEXT?. 
UCF'S PLACEMENT OFFICE IS HERE TO 
HELP YOU LAUNCH YOU·R CAREER. 
· • College Placement Annuals 
· for Seniors 
. •Career Information Library-
Employer Information 
, . • Career. Planning Mini-
. Classes 
•Resume advice and 
critiquing 
• Individual Counseling by 
appointment .. 
· • CHOICES - Computerized 
Career Guidance 
•Resume referrals at 
employers' request 
• Organizing your jpb search 
. • ,Lists of full-time and part-
time job vacanci~s 
•Interviewing Tips 
CA·RDDR' RE· ..soui iRr; c··,E CE'?N'"T· -;E·R ,..~_ . .IQ~ . .. :_.!\ . ~ ·- ~ .. ~ { ( !1 .• ·.;~. Ii .. '. ·. 
ADMIN, BLDG· ~ SUITE 124 · 
• 
• 
c 
• 
.. 
• • 
• 
-
GET THE PUC.K-OUT OF HERE! 
The Chiefs met up with the Puck-Ups in intramural floor hockey action this week. 
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CARTER 
FROM PAGE 16 
on the basketball court. When 
you're losing, everyone's 
against you and everyone 
points thefinger at you. rd like 
to see what everyone who 
complains now would do if we 
win. 
"'.But we need more players 
wh~ are dedicated and who 
want to learn and win. We 
need some horses, big players 
like they have at Florida, be-
cause that's what it takes to 
win at the Division I level." 
Crocklin said Carter should 
. he judged on "what he does 
when he finally has the talent. 
I think it would be a totally 
different story. He does a· good 
job getting you prepared fqr 
the game. But he's still learn-
ing, and he's still young." 
Carter's contract ends in 
about a month, and Athletic 
Director Gene McDowell said 
Carter has one more year to 
improve the basketball team. 
"He is coming back as far as I'm 
concerned," said McDowell. "I 
need some answers, and it's a 
very difficult situation for Phil 
the fair thing to do . 
"I know that has been un-
derfunded, butl want to befair 
and ethical even if it hurts my 
pocket book. I know that you 
can't make chicken salad out of 
chicken manure." 
About certain letters that 
have been written to him and 
to newspapers complaining 
about Carter, McDowell said, 
"The unfortunate thing about . 
those who write letters is most 
of them don't have the guts to 
sign it." 
McDowell also said: "The 
moral of his team bothers me 
more than his wins and losses. 
If you manage your players 
right and if he's fair, his play-
ers will still back him. But 
there are some Judas on every 
team of course. 
However, "If I were Phil 
Carter, I'd be looking for a job 
rightnow,"McDowellsaid. "I'd 
be out finding myself a job 
right now because of all the 
pressures he's under." 
Carter said he has been 
testing the market for a better 
opportunity, but he wants to 
remain at UCF. 
--:------------------------:::----~-------_, and for the alumni and for 
"We have our strongest 
group of returners (all but two 
players, neither of which 
started much, are returning)," 
Carter said. "We have a mini-
mum of five recruits which is 
an outstanding freshman ·class 
for next year. It's the most tal-
ented and wo~t balanced class 
I will have had the opportunity 
to work with." 
We wish 
colon cancer was 
more popular. 
For good reason. Because if it was more top of mind, more people would know It's one of · 
trlis countries top ktllel's. 
And more Importantly, mo~e people would know that it's 90% curab.le if treated In ~t' s earliest 
stages. 
If you're over 40, you're at risk. See your doctor and request a colorectal cancer checkup. 
_ ,.Do it now. · 
We know it's not the first thing on your mind. We just don't want it to be the last. 
Leam r.nore. Contact the American Cancer Society for a free brochure. 
THE ARMY MADE EUGENE A MAN. 
BUT DAISY GAVE HIM 
BASIC TRAINING! 
A 
RASTAR 
PROOUCllOH 
A 
MIKE NICHOLS 
FIUI 
UCF and for the boosters who 
want a winning team. 
"Here's-a guy whose job's on 
the line. Phil probably has o.ne 
more year to do it or get off the 
pot. But I am on his side, and I 
wantfo !?ee him improve. Ifhe 
doesn't show marked improve-
ment on and off the court next 
year, he'll be hunting for a job. -
"We're in the process of 
evaluation right now, and I 
have a personal commitment 
to Phil Carter. I want to be fair 
with people. I want ·to keep 
Phil Carter for one more year 
- because I think that would be 
Carter. said UCF basketball 
has·a lot of potential. An NBA 
basketball team is two years 
aw.ay-andsois 7,000-seatfield-
house on the UCF campus. 
"In two years time, there's 
going to be a winning program 
h~re no matter who's coach," 
Carter said . 
GEnESS 
10% Discount fol 11-jilllllllllllT• 
UC F tud t The Beginning - of a new you -... s ens . 
with I.D. Alafaya Square Oy1edo 
We use REDKIN 366-8902 
products HOURS: Mon.-Sat 9 - 5 PM • Tues. - Fri: 9 - 8 PM 
Executive Services 
Equipped with Desktop fublishing, 
computer graphics, a laser printer, and 
a scanner, we give your m~uals, 
engineering applications, overheads, 
. graphics, thesis papers and term 
papers the professioz:ial touch. 
2~9-1263 
Special Discount 
Rates For Students. 
·• 
... 
Carter fighting rumors· to keep job 
by Scott Broden 
ASST. SPORTS EDfTOR 
After winning only nine of 28 basketb~ll games for 
the 1987-1988 season, the rumors have flourished as 
to whether third-year coach Phil Carter will remain 
at the helm of the UCF basketball team. · 
With the March madness upon the fans of the 
NCAA basketball tournament, some have said Car-
ter should be fired for failing to produce a winning 
program for t~ree consecutive years, while others 
have cried for the return Torchy Clark, who guided 
the university to a 277-89 record. 
Howev~r, Clark coached the Knights with a larger 
budget against a Division II schedule. 
Some of these fans have expressed themselves in 
lette~s to Carter, administrators and to the newspa-
pers. 
"If someone starts screaming wolf or starts ru-
mors, I don't think we need to be in a state of panic," 
Carter said. 
"I've certainly heard from three or four p'eople," 
said UCF President Trevor Colbourn. "A few have 
shared with me their disappointment, and I'm sur-
prised I haven't heard from more. I certainly unde~­
stand them, and I understand the situation [athletic 
director] Gene McDowell and Phil Carter are under. 
"We don't take it lightly because we want a very 
successful program. But there is a significant differ-
ence between a successful Division II program and a 
successful Division I, and we have had a difficult 
transition," he added. 
The men's basketball team, with a budget of about 
$150,000 a year, had according to Carter, the lowest 
funded Division I program in the state along with 
Bethune-Cookman. UCF split two games with B-CC, 
losing at UCF. . 
Carter called.the lOss to Bethune-Cookman the low . 
point of the year. 
"The whole season was ajoke," said UCF student 
Tom McGaully. "I went to the Bethune-Cookman 
game. There were 100 people in the stands and 50 of 
-
them were sober. 
"And we were blown out by a 4-20 team. The 
players on the bench were laughing, had their legs 
crossed, were scratching their chins and looking idly 
around. You can go to an intramural game and s~e 
twice the intensity on a team. I've been watching 
UCF basketball since I was a kid, and I was so 
disgusted with it ·this year I doubt I'll ever go back." 
Carter said: "It's easy for someone to be a reasona-. 
bly knowledgeable fan and say we're not winning 
enough games. Long-term fans of this program are 
used to a lot of wins, but it isn't a fair comparison to 
hold the last four years of Division I t9 the last 14 of 
Division II. That's like comparing apples to oranges. 
We're talking about two different worlds. We have 
less of a budget against a tremendously harder sched-
ule." 
Carter said his team was 9-7 this year against 
teams with a similar budget as UCF's. "If we were not 
being highly competitive with winning against teams 
·Former UCF ho.opster Marini 
. . . . . 
playing hard knocks in pros 
by Michael Marini 
CENTRAL FLOR!DA FUTURE 
"No blood, no 
foul" is one way 
to describe the 
game of basket-
. ball in Cyprus, 
according to 
Tony Marini. He 
should know. , 
Marini, a 1987 
UCF graduate 
and two-year Marini 
starter for the 
Knights' basketball team, recently re-
turned to Orlando after playing one 
season for a professional basketball 
team on the tiny island southeast of 
Greece in the Mediterranean Sea. 
"It's a much ·more physic~} game 
over there," Marini said. "You not only 
have to worry abqut making a shot, but 
you have to worry about getting the 
shot off." 
The , Cypriot · professional league 
consists of 1-3 teams. Each team plays 
the other · teams twice during the 24-
game season. 
Marini played wing and forward for 
Peziporokos. He averaged 26 points, 15 
rebounds and 11 assists per game, 
while managing to compile a triple-
double (at least 10 points, rebounds 
and assists) in every game except one. 
"My game matured very much," 
Marini said. "I gained so much experi-
ence playing-in Cyprus because I was 
able to play a style· of game I never had 
the freedom to play before. When I had 
the ball I could dictate the pace of the 
game, whereas in college my role was 
to react to the ball and.to the play of the 
guards." 
Marini was the only American play- · 
ing in Cyprus, something that he de-
scribed as a ·learning experience in 
many ways. "The opposing fans were 
curious about me the first time I played 
in front of them," Marini said, "but the 
second time I played in front of them 
they antagonized me because I was a 
threat to their team." 
Marini also found the opposing play-
ers to have much the same philosophy 
regarding him. When Marini ques-
tioned an opponent on his unusually 
rough defense, the Cypriot replied that 
that was his way of making the teams 
equal, since Marini (6-8, 235) is much 
taller and stronger than all- the other 
players in the league. 
This was the second prof~ssional 
team that Marini has played for, but 
not the last, he hopes. Last summer he 
played for the Tampa Bay Stars of the 
United States Basketball League. 
This summer he hopes to do the same, 
and from there possibly go on to play in 
the Continental Basketball Associa-
tion. 
with the same resources and with the same budget, 
then we would be doing a bad job," he said. 
"The fact is we have won well over 60 percent [in 
three years! of our games against those teams." 
The budget decrease in basketball is because of the _ 
.half-million dollar debt of the Athletic Department, 
which has made strict spending cuts to get back in the 
black. The debt should take one more year to pay off 
be{ore the basketball program has ' an increased 
budget. · 
·"I'm very confident that given adequate resources, 
our coaching ~taff can be a successful as any would," 
said Carter, in his 12th year as a coach. "I know if ever 
giv~n a fair opportunity to compete, my teams have 
been very competitive. 
"How far we go with this program depends on 
many factors, most of them not controlled by this 
office." _ 
Last year, Carter won 12 games, twice as many as 
he did in his first UCF season, the year before. Carter 
also expected improvemeJJ.t this season, but the teain 
won three fewer games. However, injuries and player 
ineligibility-plagued the Knights. 
Ben Morton, who led UCF in scoring, missed the ~ 
·first eight games., because of inel!gibility, and the 
Knights managed one win with him out of the line.up. 
He then played, according to Carter, in only 11 games 
at full health because of ankle injuries. Carter said 
the team 'went 7-4 in those games. 
St;:irtP.r P;:it Crock lin missed five games because of 
a broken nose, while Bryant Woodfqrd missed the 
first six games because of an injury he suffered when 
he tried out for the football team. Guard Edsel Bester 
missed the first six games because of ineligibility. 
''This year was a unique one to the 15 tha~ I have 
coached (the first three in high school)," Carter said. 
"The team did not achieve to the level that I felt they 
should have." J 
Junior forward Crocklin, who started at UCF in 
the same year Carter began at UCF said: "It seemed 
like nobody on the team was really dedicated to win 
SEE CARTER PAGE 15 
"I've always been one who goes by -
the saying, 'If you can dream it, you can 
achieve it', " -Marini said. "I was an 
unheralded player in high school and 
Former UCF player Tony Marini has landed a professional job playing In Cyprus. 
added. "There's no substitute for hard 
work and believing in yourself. Every· 
thing I achieved, I had to dream offirst. 
• 
A pleasant surprise for Marini was 
the freedom he had to shoot outside and 
handle the ball, something that he 
wasn't able to do in college at the center 
position. He averaged 11 points and six 
rebounds his junior year at UCF, but 
missed most of his senior year due to an 
early season injury. 
· only dreamed of playing in college, es-
pecially Division I. I walked away from 
a full scholarship at Francis Marion 
College in South Carolina to walk on at 
UCF, something I only dreamed of. 
Nobody told me I was good enough, I 
had to go out and prove it. It was the 
same for pro ball. 
" I don't believe in luck," Marini 
If you work hard an<l you dream, only • 
good things can happen to you." 
• 
• 
,, 
• 
• 
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Monorail system will add to ·ucF campus 
Administration says that this is no Disney rip-off; it's all for the good of the students 
by Marriel Botliff 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
TodaY- Tomorrow Land, 
tomorrow the University of 
Central Florida. Plans have 
been set to start construction 
on a 2.6 mile monorail system 
which officials say will solve 
the UCF parking problem~ 
Engineers from Walt 
Disney World and Menhaul 
Construction Company got 
together Wednesday to iron 
out the specifics of the project. 
On the top of their agenda was 
whether or not to pave over 
Lake Claire. 
"We've made a lot of prog-
ress," said Thomas O'Shale, 
the head of the UCF monorail 
committee, "The ski club and 
them d&.mn biologists are all 
up in arms, but it looks like 
Lake Claire is history." 
"I think it only enhances 
UCFs image as a Mickey 
Mouse university," com-
plained Shelly Banks, a fresh-
man without a major. But 
when asked about doing away 
with Lake Claire, Banks said, 
"The ski club and 
them dqmn biologists 
are all up in arms, but 
it looks like Lake 
Claire is history." 
then we'll have to settle with 
those silly Disney character 
names." 
UCF Monorail System: 1990 
-Thomas O'Shale 
UCF monorail committee 
"Lake what?" 
Like it or not, construction 
will begin one week from today 
when Menhaul workers flood 
onto the UCF campus. Their 
fir t task will be to fill in Lake 
Claire and to level the wooded 
area around the lake to make 
way for the massive parking 
lot. 
. The lot will be divided up 
into two sections each with the 
capacity to hold up to 15,000 
.cars. 
The two lots will be further 
divided into ten sections to be 
named later. 
In fact, Disney has influ:-
enced the design of the whole 
monorail system. There is a. 
parking lot tram that will 
bring students from their car 
to the monorail terminal and 
even plant sculptures of fa-
mous UCF students that will 
dot the path of the monorail. 
-Perhaps the most obvious 
influence is the section of rail 
that will run directly through 
the Administration Building. 
Riders will get a special 
glimpse of President Trevor 
Colbourn's office. 
Trev is especially excited 
about the monorail. "I've been 
trying to implement this sys-
tem ever since I became presi-
dent, and with the big parking 
problem, I thought it was time 
to act." 
Construction will finish by 
the end of 1990 and will cost 
about. $42 million. 
"We thought it would be 
neat to have the students 
name the sections in a con-
test," said O'Shale, '!but until 
"Funding for the. project will 
come directly out of the stu-
dents' pockets," accordi_ng to 
Colboum. SOURCE: Questionable Snott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
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SPORTZ 
A mob of angry students wielding tire irons 
and overloaded book bags ambushed and 
lynched a student parkingpatrollerTuesday in 
front of the Administration Building. 
"We lynched him good!" screamed Otis 
Drummer a member of the mob which did in 
Parking Patroller Ralph Snorgalowski. He was 
hangedin the parking lot in front of the Admini-
stration Building after what was described as 
having a busier than normal day of issuing 
parking tickets. 
Snorgalowski had started' his shift at 11 a.m., 
and when the UCF police broke up the lynch 
mob an hour later, he was still grasping 979. 
parking ticket stubs. 
"It took us a halfhour to pry those things out 
of his hand," said Sgt. Jim Browbeat, who then 
wiped away a tear. "He was well on his way to 
setting a record for most tickets written out in 
a day." Snorgalowski set the previous record 
when he issued 4,344 tickets in one six-hour 
shift. 
"That dweeb nailed me with 1 7 tickets, and 
he was about to write me my 18th when we 
• Check up on our male syn-
chronized swimming· -team. 
Plus UCF' s overwhelming vic-
tory at the cat juggling tourna- _ 
....._._, ment,andseewhatyourfavor-
ite sports equipment looks like 
"He was a goon ... " 
· -Suzy Blonde 
pre-med major 
grabbed him," said Peter Roper, who organized 
the lynch mob. 
"I was sick and tired of it. Someone had to do 
sometlling. And when I looked around and nq-
ticed how many other students were swearing 
about the tickets wrapped around their door 
mirrors, I screamed, "Lets get that bum." So we 
grabbed him and we had to hang that geek. We 
had to make him pay for all that he's made us 
pay. Never again will one of those bike cops get 
away with it." · 
"He was a goon, and I'm glad we hung him," 
said S.uzy BIOnde, a pre-med maJor. ,"I want to 
hang hiin again just to make sure he's good and 
dead." 
No charges have been filed yet, and UCF 
Police Capt. Jim Dopy s~d further investiga-
tion will be pursued. 
· "We've never had a lynching before," Dopy 
said. "And I'm not quite sure what to make of it. 
SEE LYNCHING PAGE 2 
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• An interview with Michael 
Jackson's chimp Bubbles re-
veal.s the truth about that Bad 
superstar. Plus, is there too 
much porno in Orlando's night 
life? The editor takes an in-
depth look ... 
Sex shop to arrive on campus 
soon, profesors' relief coming 
by Miss Ruby 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTl~E 
In a decision that· may well 
change the· ·course of UCF his-
tory, the Board of Publications 
Monday unanimously ap-
'proved $2.1 million for funding 
of a "Professors Only" pornog-
raphy facility. 
The announcement pro-
vided tremendous relief for 
frustrated professors who 
have fought relentlessly for art 
· on-campus facility to ease 
their tension. 
"It's about t-time," stuttered 
.one trembling professor." 1-1 
didn't know where to t-t-turn 
anymore ... .I was too ashamed 
- to go into one of those hiqeous 
stores ... .1-1 really n-needed a 
place to relax b-before I bad a 
n-nervous b-breakdown." 
Although this landmark 
LYNCHING 
FROM PAGE 1. 
decision is applauded whole-
heartedly by those who need it 
most, it has already aroused 
considerable opposition by 
those disturbed by the new 
facility's planned location. 
"Oh, God," sobbed one li-
brarian as •she gripped a chair 
for support. "The third floor of 
the l:library .... tell me it isn't 
so, oh, please ... no." "' 
Another moaned and col-
lapsed into a heap when asked 
her comments on the Board's 
decision. The Board, however, 
adamantly· defended its posi-
tion on the issue and said its 
decision is final. 
"I-- don' know wha' 
everybody's so 'set 'bout .... ," 
said one Board member, who 
was clutching a bottle of whis-
key at the time.~I don' think we 
should hafta drive all over 
townjus' fer a little-excitement 
when we · cin git it ·right 
here ... an 'cuse me, 'cause now 
I'm gonna be sick ... ," he 
moaned before bounding to the 
bathroom. 
The pornography facility 
will be the first of its kind 
erected on a unjversity cam-
pus, and will provide a 24-hour 
massage parlor service along 
with all the latest movies, 
magazines, videos and sexual 
devices that are usually con-
demned for anyone under 25. 
· While admitting he planned 
to use the massage parlor on a 
daily basis, Richard Zastro, 
UCFs provost, emphasized 
that the facility will in no way 
corrupt or negatively influence 
the UCF students. 
"The pornography facility 
will be completely off limits to 
students," Zastro stressed, "Of 
course, ·. they are welcome to 
work part-time in the facility," 
he concluded. 
patroller, said. he is considering resigning. 
"This job pays better than making minimum 
wage over at Saga, but it's not worth putting 
your neck on the line," he said. 
· I know we're going to miss old Ralph though. He 
was the best ticket writer we ever had. What 
worries me the most is that it's going to cost us 
·millions in revenue. He's a hard one to top when 
it came to writing tickets out." 
Bill Stuflhead, disagrees , "J enjoy being a 
student parking lot patroller," he said. "Where 
else can I get25 percent commission for revenue 
I bring in to the campus police. But I'm glad 
Snorgalowski's dead because now I'll have a 
chance to issue tlie most tickets for the year." Joe Hackman, another student parking lot 
- . 
Hugo Flm/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
PEACEFUL PEMONSTRATION ? 
Angry students riot over.the recent hike in vending machine 
prices. This car, owned by a business service employee, was 
demolished in a matter of seconds by crazed students 
GRASS 
FROM PAGE 1 
the grass is a natural student 
phenomena which Trev calls 
"unsightly." Trev is .aware: 
"This is the sunshine state, but 
I would hope students ws uld 
be more concerned abo~t their 
studies. Please get your sun 
- th~s spring break, not here." 
He reminded students there is 
a pool to use and chaise 
lounges to lie on. 
Trev issued his plea to stu-
dents as a last resort because 
this year, other actions have 
not wor~ed. Suspe!!ted univer-
sity plots include periodically 
turning on the sprinklers and 
fertilizing the grass around 
' ' 
noon . . 
Apparently, maintenence 
worker~ are instructed to rid 
students offth.e grass by mow-
ing their lawnmovers and 
trucks dangerously close to 
students. The two most drastic . 
actions may have been the 
recent contamination- of the 
water supply, which indti.ced 
students not to lie on the poi-
soned grass and the intended 
plans for an alumni garden in 
front of the library, the prime 
destination spot for sunbath-
ers. 
One student who wishes to 
remain anonymous, claims, 
"Sunbathing is the second 
most. important thing in my 
·life, next to sorority socials." 
. / 
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Passes available at the 
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by Oral Begone 
It wasn't easy, but The 
Central Flornl:a Futile finally 
caught _ up with him. The 
man, the legend, the guru of 
all televangelists, Jimmy 
Swaggart was tracked down 
at Orlando's own Doll House 
on Orange Blossom Trail. 
_Slowly sipping on a Pink 
Lady (it's a drink), Swaggart 
was hesitant at first when 
approached by The Futile's 
mobile news unit, but he. 
finally warmed up to us as we 
informed-him the nature of 
our readers. He explained 
that he is slightly apprehen-
sive when speaking to the 
press because they have 
always treated him like." ... a 
bad man." We proceeded. 
"The industry is in a bad 
state right now," he starts. "If 
God can forgive the industry, 
/ 
.' 
why can't the rest of the 
American, church giving 
people?" 
What was the hooker like? 
"She was hot!!!!! But, I 
didn't lay a finger on her. The 
evil woman 
wouldn't .. .let...Well, what 
actually happened was ... 
she ... ah ... After seeing this 
evil vixen stark naked, I 
suddenly realized that I wa:s 
in this satanic trance, so I. .. 
ah ... snapped out of it oefore 
any harm was done. Thank 
God." 
Exactly where did Jimmy 
Swaggart "lay" his fingers? 
"My mind was with the 
Lord, yet I'm afraid my hands 
were with Satan. That's the 
mystery of those cursed sa-
tanic trances, they only par-
tially leave you." 
SEE JIMMY PAGE 2 
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~ Music for Nothing 
Pop superstar Michael 
Jackson is teaming up with 
Miami Dolphin Quarterback 
Dan Martno to record a single 
- which eventually will in-
clude a long-play dance ver-
sion - to penefit the stock-
holders that were tragically 
hurt in • the stock market 
Scuzzy Laundrey 
ell also expressed great joy in 
the decision. "The boy finally 
found a home," he claimed. "I 
can honestly say that I will 
definitely miss the financial 
support." 
crash oflast October. . 
Singing back-up for the 
single, We Own the World, 
are Liza Minelli, Liz Taylor, 
Terry Bradshaw, and Pia 
Zadora. The single should be 
in the stores by late When-
ever. 
~ Lowe on the Ba~lot 
fashion god and movie 
star Rob Lowe has just an-
nounced his candidacy for a 
seat in the U.S. Senate. Al-
though very excited about 
the election, Lowe was con-
fused as to election proce-
dures. 
"IfI can just find out when 
to run, I think I can take it," 
Lowe told reporters at a re-
cent press conference held 
by his mother. When asked 
why, he simply said that he 
was bored with acting and 
that politics is something 
that he has never done be-
fore. Lowe condtJ.ded the 
conference when a reporter 
asked what his platform was. 
The actor shrugged and said: 
"Well, I always thought that I 
would be provided with one, 
but I guess I could always 
find the old one that I made in 
Cub Scouts." · 
~ Fact of the Week 
Indirectly, any piece of 
matter will affect other pieces· 
of inatter .. By using a process 
that can only be described an 
amazingly amazing feat of 
science, one could feasibly 
r~count the entire history of 
the cosmos from a peanut 
butter sandwich. · · 
~ Wishes for the Fishes 
Would someone hurry up 
and eat Charlie tne Tuna. 
~ ~ews for Spring Breakers 
For all those wl_lo are plan-
ning on sunning it up at Day-
tona this Spring Break, let us -
·clue you in on the Balcony 
Hopping contest to, take 
place on Mar. 29: 
The rules are simple, the 
first person to survive wins, 
or loses it depe:r:ids on how 
you look at it. 
~ Local Star Signs Contract 
. UCF quarterback Darin 
M. Slack recently signed a 
lifetime contract with USFL, 
worth the current minimum 
wage. Slack was seen re-
cently celebrating with 
friends at the Hot Dog Stand 
behind the Health and Phys-
ics Building, and was quoted 
as saying,"And to think, I 
thought 'they folded years , 
ago." 
Head Coach Gene McBow-
»« Revivalists to Heal UCF 
Revivalist -and personal 
friend to God Jed Stroke will 
make a personal appearance . 
at UCF. Along with the en-
tourage will be Bobby Hoffa, 
·brother of the late Jimmy 
Hoffa, to speak on how Satan 
invaded his brother's body. 
Stroke's message w.ill be 
geared towards those who 
have sinned with their girl-
friends/boyfriends and 
therefore are not "one with 
God." 
The 'message will actually 
be presented in the reflection 
pond, for Stroke also plans to 
show the student body that 
he is capable of walking on 
water. 
»«Another Fact of the Week 
Revivalists and evangel-
ists love t.o preach about the 
sins of premarital sex and 
infidelity, yet those they con-
demn are themselves. 
. . 
.We would like to thank a few ... 
by Ozzie and Harriet giving us one of today's greatest pin-jjjjjil!i!!!l!!!Ji!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!ll!i!l!l!il!!~ ups, Donna Rice. Thanks almost went 
To be really honest with , you not S th. to Jim Bakker for his pin up contribu-
much is happening. Yep, everything is Offie lflg tion until we actually saw Jessica in 
A-OK Except for those damn dotties! Playboy (yeeeeeeech!!!). 
We ... oops sorry. We said everything Mundane More locally, the thank yous go to the 
was OK and it is. We aren't going to student body of UCF. No specific rea-
offend anyone in this column. In fact son - just thank you. Everybody is so 
we'regoingtocomplimenteveryonewho student body, are fully responsible. nice here. Thank you also goes out to 
we would dare offend. The term racist is At this time we would like to com- Leslie, who just walked into the 
so harsh. So are sexist, righty, lefty, etc. mend everybody. This means you: for newsroom. We would also like to thank 
Someone actually accused one of us of -you yourself have done something good Donald B. Wittekind, for this no pur-
being a historian for the l{u Klux Klan at least once. l{ey, even Michael pose column is being typed at his 
(y?~n:S,0J;jtl like t<&&a-
size_ that w~~~l!~C?::ljl~solutely qtfP.1il~ilP 
pay for this paper, please do not associ- Jn fact, we would like to go far as to and enjoy the rest of the issue. 
ate the ads with the_ conte11t and flavor thank some people. Many thanks go out By the way, we here · at The Central 
of this edition. Please do not associate to President Reagan for possibly endan- Florid.a Futile would like to disclaim all 
the staff with this paper as well. Basi- gertng our lives in Central America. of this issue, except the ads. READ 1HE 
cally, this is UCF's paper so you, the ThankyousalsogototheDemocratsfor ADS! Thank you. 
Jl?4MY FROM PAGE 1 
Swaggart's visit to · 
Orlando is one of holy pur-
poses. He is currently roam-
ing around Florida seeking. 
places to pitch his tent and 
start his 'Swaggart Revival 
Tour,' possibly opening for 
Jim and Tammy's 'Revival of 
the Revival Tour.' Is this the 
first time he's been in this 
area? 
.. No. Jimbo and I used to 
come down here all the time 
to personally condemn 
houses of Satan such as this 
one. As a matter of fact, I 
have a meeting with one of 
the misguided young ladies 
after the show. I think that's 
why people are quick to scorn 
us, for we are simply trying to 
help these poor women," he 
says. "Some qf them just 
need personal attention. 
.that's all." 
What is Swaggart's idea of 
a perfect woman? 
"She must be beautiful, 
caring, filled with the holy 
spirit, · and have huge ... 
huge ... ah ... huge .feet; I really 
adore religious babes ... uh 
religious wome~ with big 
feet, honest." 
From the ·beginning, 
young James Earl Swaggo-
lanski displayed a vast inter-
est in the high-profit busi-
ness of evangelical preach-
ing. At age 20, he taught 
Sunday school on the condi- -
tion that he receive 40 per-
cent of the offering. 
"It was a pretty sweet 
deal," Swaggart recalls. ..I 
remember saving all these 
third graders. I would make 
these kids feel :real guilty the sermon to begin. 
when lwoukl ~skthemifthey "I lov~ the Lord," he con-
thought about their naughty eludes ... I just wish people 
parts. The guiltier they felt, would realize that I must 
the more ice-cream money carry out his work~ the way 
they would put in the plate. that I see fit. So, if you'll 
But, of course, that was back excuse me, I must accept the 
in my more wild and crazy, only humble offerings this 
but fun days. poor child can give: Ciao." 
.. I eventually grew out of Oddly enough, Swaggart 
my desire for petty change didn't ,confirm nor deny the 
and went on to substantial suspicion of his venture into 
greed. My mother had always . ·publishing. Plans for his new 
told me that I had this special magazine, Re penthouse 
talent for i:nakihg people feel have yet to be discussed. 
upset, so eventually I turned My grandmother always 
this talent into a profitable toJd me never to use the 
profession. This is ruJ off the Lord's name in vain, and I 
r~cord, right?" wonder what would she say 
The interview came to a about using the Lord's name 
sudden halt as Swaggart's as a profitable career. One 
OBTmissionaryworkbegan. can only wonder when all is 
Latasha, the club's top per- said and done, just how 
former, appeared at Jimmy's much the Lord.can takewith-
side, obviously anxious for out getting really torked. 
Calendar 
• FOR REAL NEWS ••• 
If you want to find out 
what's really happen-
ning in this upside-
down crazy world that 
we live in, watch cable 
t.v. 
r •FAKEPAPER 
I This Thursday (today) 
the Central Florida Fu-
ture is adding a weird 
little section to their 
normal issue called The 
Futile. It is a compila-
tion of made up stories 
and basic B.S. as an 
April Fool's Issue. It 
should be found 
somwhere in the middle 
of the issue. In fact, if 
you're reading this, 
you've found it. 
•TRUE 
The statement below is 
true. 
•FALSE 
The statement ·above is 
false. 
•LASER SHOW 
Today at the Wild Pizza, 
the laser department of 
UCF will be slicing and 
ct.icing arbitrary stu-
dents on campus. Ad-
mission for UCF stu-
dents is $2.63, except 
forvoluntee~. 
•SEX 
There will be a free love 
session at the Admini-
stration Buildlng in the 
Board of Regents room, 
tomorrow from 9a.m. to 
9p.m. All those inter-
esfec,l please attend. 
Admission is free. dona-
tions appreciated.If you 
don't want your picture 
taken, wear a mask. 
,, • ART EXHIBITION 
Next tuesday, Photos 
from the Free Love Ses-
sion, and the carbon 
frozen bodies from the 
Laser Show will be dis-
played in .the Humani-
ties and Fine Arts build-
ing. Tickets ~re on' sale 
· ,noy.r at any . Select-a-
chair, and at most ma-
jor department stores. 
Logue N. "Racist" Bell 
Editor 
D.T. "Sexist" Schlenk 
Assistant Editor 
Les "Tease Me" J. 
Art Director 
Liz "Xactomaniac" H. 
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The Central Florida Futile, 
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Trev's Bithlo-home fits him· 
Low income housing keeps UCF pres in the pink 
by Thom McGooey 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
' Trevor Colboum's trail~r in 
Bithlo, from where the august 
president forms his calculated 
decisions, is located at the 
dead-end of an impossibly pot-
holed road, amid· abandoned 
cars, c.bickens, roosters, and 
children with dirty faces who, 
as I passed, heaved .dirt-clods 
at my motor bike. 
On approaching the weath-
ered hove'l, I realiz~d it is true 
that dedicated intellectuals 
prefer to live in the squalid but 
dignified ambience of the . 
simple nian. I pulled into his 
yard, littered with car parts 
and dog d~g, and it was then 
that his two giant pit bulls 
attacked me, claiming a leg 
apiece. 
A corpulent woman in 
jeans, stirring a great black 
kettle containing what 
smelled like country mash, set 
down her stick and asked, 
"Having trouble?" 
One pit-bull had grown 
tired of my calf and had intro-
duced his molars to the mar-
row of my thigh. "Don't you 
ever feed these brutes?" 
llobln T. Bank/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
UCF President, Trev Colborn, leads various members of of the 
administration _to a home cooked meal in the back woods of 
Bithlo. 
can- the dogs off. She opened 
the door. The interior of the 
trailer was grey and sad and, 
ililil~llliltli ·"Ah," the good woman said, a hint of revelatory genius flashing in the lucid depths of her eyes. "A report~r. So in-
quisitjve. You must be from 
The Futile. Come inside. The 
president awaits. You like our 
dogs?" 
It was difficult ascending 
the steps into the drab cavern, 
-and so I insisted the woman 
. except for two giant UCF foot-
ball posters, bare. I did not 
SEE TREV PAGE -4 
GOODBYE READERS. ME AM 
BI ZARRO ARNIE DILLO AND 
ME AM THROWING OUT THIS 
' STOOPID MUSIC STUFF. IF 
YOU COME BY, I GIVE YOU 
LOTS OF MONEY TO TAKE IT 
IT A BAD THING THAT 
SALE ONLY HAPPEN 
ONCE A YEAR ON ·APR)L lST 
CAUSE IT SO MUCH FUN! 
•Me THROW OUT worthless 
Tapes, ~P's and LP's. Much 
better to squander worth 
less money on ugly rocks! 
ePretty grey walls covere'd 
with UGLY POSTERS! Pleeze 
take them away! 
_A distinctive men's and women's apparel 
store which has served the Central 
Florida community for 
Colonial 
Plaza 
8-94-3061 
·over fifty years. 
Park Avenue, 
Winter Park 
645-4661 
Altamonte 
· Mall 
834-3061 
The Night Lives Of ... 
HOSPITALITY 
NIGHT 
Live Classic 
Rock Banas & 
...___ _ ___,, Drink Specials for 
employees 
W01k1ng Wlfh lhe 
Public• 
LIVE SHOW BANDS 
APPEARIN_G TUE. - SAT. 
2ND ANNUAL BEACH BLOWOUT! 
MARCH 23 & 24 AT 5:00 P.M. 
Free mechantc•I 1urlboeJd r1dHI 
\Stop by thi8 u ·Pek and Rh are the 
Night Liue11 of J .• J. Whispers! 
---- ·e~ept during ma}or special events. 
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After a few "eeks of confu-
sion and wonder, staff mem-
bers of The Central Florida 
Future were shocked to find 
out the real reason behind cur-
rent Editor in Chief Donald B. 
Wittekind's decision not run 
for re-election this year. 
In what has been described 
as "almost the ugliest scandal 
this paper has ever seen," 
Wittekind publicly announced 
that he is really the obnoxious 
guy from the ·Energizer bat-
tery commercials. 
Although successful in his 
reign as editor, Wittekind has 
always been surrounded with 
a touch of mystery. Time spent 
at th~ office seemed to be more 
th;tn enough during week-
days, yet Wittekind vanished 
dl!.ring weekends claiming 
th.at he had other obligations 
at "Sea World." 
"I always wondered why 
Don wore that hat," an anony-
mous Confetti assistant editor 
said. "This is all very hard for 
me. I'm extremely distraught. 
I'll never be able to use Ener-
gizer batteries again. I .. .I re-
ally can't ... say anymore.'~ 
Tlie reason that Wittekind 
came straight with the staff is 
still unclear. Staffers, however 
upset, claim they will still care 
for Don, yet express hope for 
Wittekind to seek professio:qal 
help. People who knew Don 
well say they feared something 
like this would eventually oc-
cur as family members sadly 
a!;i·eed. 
"The one I feel for the most 
TREV 
FROM PAGE 3 · ·. 
have time to examine the 
smallness of my surroundings, 
however, for, as the woman 
called the dogs off, I tripped 
over the last step and lunged 
into the room, falling on the 
lazy boy in which the presi-
dent, that grey,_bearded intel-
lect, sat. We went over back-' 
wards, me on top of him. From 
my.close vantage place, I took a 
moment to study his purport-
edly kind face; he did not seem 
to be the serene Australian I 
had heard of; he seemed agi-
tated by something, but, not 
knowing what the trouble was, 
I stood up and took out my 
notebook. 
The woman yanked him and 
his lazy boy to the perpendicu-
lar and returned to her mash. 
The president sat like a little 
boy in his big chair. He wore a 
UCF football sweat shirt and 
matching sweat pants. He 
tossed a football in his hands. I 
opened the proceedings by 
asking him a vague question 
about some awards program in 
math, which I thought would 
draw from him a tribute to the 
gleaming UCF intellectual 
community. But he answered 
by mumbling, "Football! Ye~! 
Semifinals. Last year. Almost 
champs. You saw?" He paused 
for a moment' and, as he lost 
himself in the reflection of last 
year's near glory, with his eyes 
misting like breath on a mir-
The mention of SG is in ref-
erence· to the tragic incident 
last year when Student Body 
President Roy Reid thought he 
was G. Gordon Liddy. This 
incident was detected early, so 
it was soon forgotten. · 
'Oy-Scam' comes as a grave 
shock to the student body, and 
especially the dedicated staff 
of the paper. Newly elected 
Editor in Chief David Brodnax 
will be carefully examined by 
the BOPP before being placed 
on payroll. Although Brodnax 
seems to have a level head, the 
question was raised as to 
whether his obsession with 
small farm animals will be a 
major problem. 
ror, I took the opportunity to 
ask him why he took money 
from the Florida Review, the 
campus literary magazine, 
and gave it to the football 
team. 
Again he mumbled in the 
way of distracted genius. 
"Football! Football! Yes. Lit-
erature, no good. Like a bird on 
·a power line: all that power 
rushing near him and he 
doesn't feel it. Plenty power in 
football. Yes!" He leapt to his 
· feet. "Last year. Fourth quar-
ter. Driving. New quarter-
back. Throws. Bernard Ford." 
And the grey sag~ grew so 
emphatic in his gestures that 
he tossed the football in front 
ofhim and, with agreat tumult 
of shattering glass, tumbled · 
through the back window. I 
. looked down at him on the 
hard dirt. He looked upward 
and smiled. "FMtball!" 
The good country wife, her 
jeans straining her copious 
waist, retrieved the scintillat-
ing scholar from his position in 
the backyard. "You have 
enough? He is distracted. Long 
hours. You like mash?" 
We parted with mutual re-
spect and, with the Bithlo sun 
fading behind the metal dere-
licts of the J&W junk yard, I 
started off. But when I at-
tempted to kick start my bike I 
·had to drop it and run, for I 
looked back and saw, wide-
eyed, crouched low and pant-
ing, the president's pit bulls 
heeling it around the far cor-
ner. 
.. . 
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I guess it's O.K" 
Assistant coach, Harry 
Moss, said, "I'm glad McBowell 
is becoming a woman. I've 
always been attracted to him 
as more than just my boss and 
friend. Now that he'll be a 
woman, I'll be able to date him 
without anybody thinking the 
worse of us." . 
Renee Richards, a former 
professional men's tennis 
player who, in the ?O's, be-
came famous when she got a 
sex change operation, stood to 
the right of McBowell when he 
announced his plans at the 
UCF Student Center Audito-
rium. 
· "Gene has made great 
strives at recognizing his own 
sexual identity," · she said. 
"He'll still have all the same 
insights about football and 
sports in general when he be-
comes a women: He'll just be 
havingit from a woman's point 
of view. McBowell will prove 
once and for all that a woman 
doesn't have to be a cheer-
leader to get involved with 
sports." 
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McBowell agreed with Fil-
ipkowski and pointed out that 
tl).e recruiting aspect w'ould be 
enhanced because of the loca-
tion of UCF compared with 
other hockey teams. "Think 
about it, where else could an 
athlete play colegiate hockey 
and still wear shorts all win-
ter," McBowell said. 
Economic professor, M.T. 
Case,_ feels that ice hockey is 
the solution to the atheletic 
department's finacial woes. 
"There is a definite need for an 
ice hockey team in the sports 
market, especially with an 
increasing~umber of no~hem 
hockey fans moving to Florida 
every year," said Case. 
McBowell also. tends to 
agree: "Trev actually came up 
with an intelligent idea .. .I 
· think we just might get rid of 
this department," stated 
McBowell. 
McBowell's reasons for cut-
ting the football program were 
not entirly based on the need 
for a new hockey team. He also 
After the press conference, 
McBowell, surrounded by 
male reporters, left the audito-
rium with Richards, saying, 
"I'm sorry to cut you off boys, 
b t · ht I' · to Scott X/CENTRAL.FLORIDA FUTILE u ng now, mgomgover 
·feels that other sports have 
. not received proper funding in 
years past and wants to in-
crease their buget by ~tarting 
· hockey program. 
Renee's hotel room to try on . Gene (or.is it Jean?) Mc Bowell, UCF's head football coach, 
some dresses." attempts a more feminine change. (The face needs work ... ) 
ClfUCK 
·. MAJYGIOJYE 
JAZZIN' IT-UP AT 
SBA WORLD THEATRE 
Saturday • - Marc~ 26 • 8:00 p.m. 
FULL CONCERT • JUST $15 
$10 with Platinum Pass* (plus handling charge). 
AVAILABLE AT SELECT-A-SEAT 
By credit card: 1-800-323-SEAT 
Includes park admission after 5:00 p.m. 
-~.!~FM 
SPONSORED BY WLOQ' 
• 10 required for tlck~t purchase and admission. 
----8e,a Wirld.--
If:· l988 Sea Worad of Florida , Inc . 
r-------------------, I . SAVE20% ' 
I On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at . 
; WIW EYECARE CENTER 
I Present this coupon and Student 
I is placed. I.D. wh n~y:o~u:r~o;rd~eir!l~li'llll 
I Eye Exams 
I on the premesis 
· I by an independent 
Optometrist. 
.I Not Valid With Other Offers. I Expires 518188 
IL 41:!. S. Semoran Blvd.· (Near X-Tra) • 679-1010 1 
--~----------------~ 
Engineering Students 
Announcing: SPAC 
Self-Assessment 
Professionalism Motivation 
Advancement Banquet _ 
A J.H • I .J.. ~, .J.. ~l'Sl'S 
2 p.rn. - 8 p.ni. 
CHRIS' HOUSE ()F BEEi•"' 
801 John Young Parkway 
IEEE Members: $5.00 Non Members: $10.00 
Join IEEE, pay only $3.00 
Contact: Dr. Harris (CEBA 416) or Jorg.e 
Cadiz (679-8040) .. 
Hurry Now! Limit _of · 
· 100 tickets to be sold! IEEE ® 
. s portz lfiltM~l&lltlt'.&1ill!llWlliif#jfj!Jl1Wl:IMtlllitTj!?filll¥1kltWi!Rfi1JWJl!t11il&\lffrl!!¥Jl:!iid~~m••~W 
Holy baffle.is waged wUh Ti.nsel Town greats 
Wrestling_ matches get down ·and dirty; but never.dry 
by Almond Hammer 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
The first annual UCF "The 
War To Settle The Score" pit-
ted political, religiaus, and en-
tertainment figures in five 
special wrestling challenge 
-matches. . 
To lead off the night's fes-
tivities, Morton Downey Jr. 
led the crowd in.siD.gingAmer-
-· ica the Beautiful. The event 
raised $25,000 for the student 
union fund. 
The reflectjng pond was 
drained so it could house the 
ring. Ringside seats were full, 
as well as the gigantic bleach-
ers that were erected for this 
special event. About 25,000 
people attended. 
The main event was a tag 
team match titled, "The 
Grapple For The Chapel," It 
featured the team of Jimmy 
Swaggart and Jim Bakker ver-
sus Pat Robertson and Jesse 
Jackson. 
get to his feet. When the ring 
official got to his feet, he saw 
Bakker covering Jackson. He 
rushed over, counted to three, 
and declared the Swaggart/ 
Bakker team the winner. 
The match that took place 
right before the main event 
was dubbed, "The Ml.stress 
With The Mostest," as Donna 
Rice battled Jessica . Hahn. 
Through the entire bout they 
fought tooth and nail with 
neither of them getting a clear 
cut advantage. With only two 
minutes remaining in the 30-
minute · contest, Rice's man-
ager, Gary Hart, distracted 
the referee long enough so Rice 
could illegally throw Hahn 
over the top rope, and sending 
her crashing _on the concrete . 
floor. The referee turned 
around, noticed Hahn wasn't 
in the ring, and ended up. 
coup.ting her out and awarding 
the match to Rice. 
The bloodiest contest of the 
night had to be the tag· team 
cage match with Pat Summer-
al1/J ohn Madden versus the 
Brent.Musburger/Jimmy "The 
Greek" Snyder. Summerall 
Snyder down on the mat, 
Madden jumped off the top 
rope, splashing down on 
~ Snyder and covering him for 
the pin fall, 
There was a special grudge 
match involved in the festivi-
ties. It fe~tured Joan Rivers 
against Oprah Winfrey. The 
bad blood started when Rivers 
made some _harsh jokes aimed 
at Winfrey and her barrel-
sh~ped figure. Oprah ranted 
and raved until she cornered 
Joan into a "Indian Strap" 
match. In this kind of match, . 
both wre-stlers have a leather 
strap tied to one of their wrists 
with eight feet ·of slack adjoin-
ing them. To win, a wrestler 
must drag the other wrestler 
around the ring touching each . 
comer of the ring. 
After some pre-match ver-
bal taunting by Rivers, Win-
frey came ·out in full steam. 
She choked and whipped the · 
late night. talk show host with 
the strap which left welts all 
over her body. The one-sided 
match finally ended after 25 
minutes as Winfrey touched 
all four corners, sealing the 
victory. Rivers left the ring 
area on a stret.r.her and was . 
rushed to the hospital where 
. she was pronounced dead on 
arrival. · >• 
• 
Both teams brawled fast 
and furious with the 
Robertson/Jackson team get-
ting the_ advaritage at the 35-
minute mark. Shortly after, 
lwwever, Jackson accidently 
threw Bakker into the referee, 
causing him to fall doMi in-
jured. Bakker took advantage 
of the opportunity, and threw 
Jesse out of the ring where he 
was met by Bakker's squeeze, 
Tammy Faye. Tammy quickly 
squirted perfume il\tO 
Jackson's eyes and threw him 
back into the ring. Meanwhile, 
Swaggart shielded the referee 
from the outside-the-ring ac-
tion while still helping the ref 
· took the early advantage over 
Musburger .causing Brent to 
tag out. After Snyder applied a 
few belly flops on Summerall, 
he too tagged_ out to his part-
ner. Forty-five minutes into 
the match, all four wrestlers 
were covered with blood. Mad-
den was getting the better of 
"The Greek", which prompted 
him to try and tag out to his 
partner, Musburger. But ev-
ery time Snyder stuck his 
hand out, Brent looked away 
towards the crowd, not want-
ing to go in and fight. With 
The opening i;riatch on the 
card was a special midget 
match with Gary Coleman and 
Emmanuel Lewis. Much of 
this match was dominated 
Phil R. Upp/CENTRAL FlORIDA FlJTILE 
Hoiy men and Hollywood stars slug it out to determine who's ~ 
Ura A. Hole/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
the best, who's the worst, and who just can't cut it in the first 
annual "War to Settle the ,Score." 
. with hair pulling, eye gauging 
and face slapping. Feeling he 
was losing control of the 
match, 'Celeman threw Lewis 
out of the ring. Coleman, too, _ 
left the ring and hit Lewis over 
the head with a chair. Lewis 
rallied back and started to 
choke Coleman with a micro-
phone cord.1 Unfortunately, 
both wrestlers failed to notice. 
the referee counting them out 
which led to a double count-
out. The referee proclaimed· ~ 
the match a draw. 
With the success 'of this 
event, univers1ty officials have 
already started negotiations to · 
set up "The War To Settle The 
Score: The Second Coming." · 
) 
Coach alters a few viewpoints 
Decision to become female shocks the rest of the administration 
by Ralph Snorgalowski 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
Gene McBowell, UCF athletic director and 
football coach, shocked a room full of reporters· 
at a recent press conference when he an-
nounced plans of getting a sex change operation 
on April 1. 
"I really feel I was meant to be a woman," 
McBowell said. "I'm tired of all this macho bulL 
Chewing tobaco, spit.ting, smoking cigars, and 
cursing just ain't for me anymore. I want to be 
a woman." 
Asked if being a women would be a factor at 
handling a men's sport, McBoweH said, "In the 
first place, I don't con sider football to be a men's 
sport. I consider it to be a sport for everybody, 
and I plan on recruiting women to play on next • 
year's team. The only difference is that my 
players won't be able to look at me like I'm a 
father to them. I'll be .their mama instead." 
UCF president, Trev Colbourn, who heard ~ 
~bout McBowell's plans for the first time at the 
press conference, dropped his jaw at the news. 
LET'S BOOGIE WITH THE BALL. .• BUD 
A sex change operation would make McBow-
ell the first woman football coach. "I know I'd be 
setting a precedent, but I also know I could do 
the job," he said. "I've already proven I coUld do 
th~ job as a man, so why couldn't I do the job as 
a woman. If Gene McBowell,, G-E-N-~, can do 
the job, than so can Jean McBowell, J-E-A-N." 
"I just don't know what to think," Trev said. • 
"We've never had a woman football coach be-
fore, but we aFe an equal opportunity employ-
ment university. I just hope the players and 
assistant coaches accept it." 
·UCF quarterback, Rick Slacker, said, "I 
really think a woman's place is meant to be in 
the home, b~t we do pla:r a lot ofhome games, so ~ 
Baseball player, turned break dancer, this athlete really 
knows how to get down. 
SEE JEAN PAGE 7 
A taste of winter soon to· appear at UCF all year 
by Richie Cook 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE 
Do you believe in miracles? 
Dr. Trev Clobourn anounced plans 
yesterday to start construction on a 
million dollar ice hockey dome to be 
. built over what is now lake Claire. Trev 
was quoeted as saying, "I have been 
trying to get this darn university recog-
nition for years ..... :a hockey program 
would diffently provide revenue, as 
well as greater school spirit." 
The athletic department, which is 
currently about $500,000 in debt can 
not afford to support the Iceknights. · 
When Atheletic Director ,Gene McBow-
ell, was asked where he was going to 
come up with the money, he replied, "I 
feel that the football program is not 
going in any one direction .... there is so 
much competition from FSU, Florida, 
and Miami that there just isn't room in 
Florida for four major Division I pro-
grams~" 
"Division l1 football schools just do 
not fill stadiums the way a powerhouse 
such as FSU would," said McBowell. 
"Where as in hockey we would have a 
·corner on the market, attracting fans 
from all-over the state." 
While Colboum anounced his deci-
sion, McBowell ~aced as he de.cided 
to cut the football program after 
th el 989 season .. McBowell, ~n conjunc-
tfon with the decision from Trev also . , 
announced that _ice hockey coach, 
Ronald Filipkowski, would take over 
th~ Iceknights by 1990 after construe-
.,._ 
tion of the Polar Bowl. 
Filipkowski sees great opportunity 
for the program. "We will definitely be 
the number one team in the state of 4 
Florida, if not the whole Southeast," 
Filipkowski said with a smile. 
•. 
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